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ABSTRACT
Oil exploration from artificial Islands in the Beaufort Sea has shown that grounded
ice rubb le fields often aceumulete around such st ructures, preventing moving ice from
acting directly against the structure. A simple, rigid body model, has commonly been
used to estimate the load "seen" by the structure , with the result that no loading is
expected unt il global rubble sliding occurs. It was realized that such an approach is
not entir ely realistic and so a collaborati ve field program was carried out, followedby
theoreti cal modelling. The field work was done at a drilling location in the southern
Beaufort Sea.on ESSO's Caisson Retained Island (CRI). The three groups involved
wereESSO Resources Canada. Ltd ., National Research Council of Canada (NRC) and
Memorial University of Newfoundland (M.U.N.). The M.U.N. data and subsequent
theoretic al work is presented here, with the ESSQ and NRC data summarized in the
site description.
Memorial University collected data from pressure sensor rceett ee, a st rain arrB.y,
thermoc ouple arrays, rubble profiling, and ice property measurements. The most
important da.ta came from the preeeure sensor rosettes and the thermocCluplearraya.
These indicated that average sea. ice pressures against the rubble reached 350 kPa,
and that a substantial and rapidly fanned refrozen layer existed within the rubble,
with a. thickness exceeding 3 m near the rubble field periphery.
Based on the field measurements , a theoretical model WM developed to investi-
gate the role of th e rubble refrozen layer in load transmission through rubble. The
rubble field was modelled as a system of springs and dampen to represent the elas-
tic, frictional , and vieccue atiffnetlsof the various load paths. The deformations and
load distribution s were calculated using a commercial finite element package called
ABAQUS. Each material property was assumed to have a range of veluee, the lim-
its of which were determined from the literature, theoretical considerations and field
measurements.
The sensitivity of the output to each of the inputs was examined and the following
was concluded;
1. From the analysis it appears that the elastic response of the rubble leads to the
highest loads on the embedded structure because the transmitted load tends to
decrease with time (creep).
2. The ice rubble propert ies that are the most importan t for further stud y are
the delayed elastic and shear propert ies of un-refrozea rubble, as well a!J their
variability within natu ral rubble fields.
3. Significant loads may be transmitt ed through ice rubble to a structure before
global !!lidillg of the rubble field occurs.
4. The presence of the refrozen layer gives the potential for substautial loads to be
imposed on the structure during rubble field movement.
5. Possible future improvements to the ABAQUS computer model include the
incorporation of; refrozen layer discontinuities, berm elope, non-rigid structure
behaviour, kinetic and static friction values (rather than an average), and water
and ice mus. F'urthur research is also required on ice/rubble failure modes to
eeeblleh design pressures at the rubble field boundaries.
6. The sample 3D calculations show that viscous deformation may also be impor-
tant, although it is also clear that the 3D method presented needs improvement.
iii
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Sea ice, sea-ice, ice rubble , ice loads, landfas\ ice, rubble Selds, Kaubvik , artificial
ieleade, Beaufort Sea, pressure sensors , strain array, thermocouple arr ay, refrozen
layer, consolidated layer, ABAQUS, compu\er model.
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INTRODUCTION
Continui ng demand for oil and gas has pushed the search for these resources into
harsher and more remote areas of the world, including the Arctic, Petroleu m is often
found offshore but th e presence of sea ice in th e Arctic bas made it difficult to use
conventional fixed or Haating explorat ion platform s. Consequently art ificial island
technology was developed to provide year round stable drilling platform s. In 1973
the first artificial island was built in the shallow wetere of the Sout hern Beaufort Sea.
This was little more than a leveled-off pile of fill material (sand /gravel ) placed in 2-3
m of water . Since then, arti ficial island technology has progressed from sand bag re-
tained islands to the latest generation of caisson and caisson retained islands. Caisson
retainmen t reduces the volume of fill material and pract ically eliminates eroeicn and
the risk of ice ride-up. All these developments were required lUI exploration advanced
into deeper water and more mobile ice. The increased ice movement encountered by
such islands resulted in a phenomenon not originally encountered , t he formation o(
grounded ice rubble piles around the island .
Ice rubble is a compact mMS of ice blocks, fragments, snow and slush that is
created when a moving ice sheet (ails continuously against a fixed object. If the
rubble is unable to clear around the structure (wide structure) it will accumulate as
a pile. The pile extends above and below the waterline and can become well enough
grounded to resist subsequent ice movements from other directions . J( such grounding
OCCUfll a "field" of rubble piles may accumulate around the structure.
Initially, it W&8 feared that grounded ice rubble fields might increase global loads
on stru ctures by increasing the effective structure diameter. However, subsequent ex-
perience and field measurement s have indicated that pressures ere reduced , and it has
become generally accepted that such (onn ations are in fact protective. Nevertheless,
full scale properties and pressure distribution s were not well enough known to allow a
thorough engineering analysis of load t ransmission through such grounded ice rubble.
The use of external caissons in artificial island construction, not only reduces
construction time and costs but also makes island instrumentation much easier. By
1986 E550's Caisson Retained Island (CRI) was equipped with 40 external ice pres-
sure sensors, 10 geotechnical eenecre, and internal straingauging, making it Allideal
platform for the study of islAlld/ice interaction . For this reason, during the winter
of 1986/87. BSSO Resources Canada Ltd. collaborated with the National Research
Council of Canada (NRC) and Memorial University of Newfoundland (M.U,N.) to
conduct an ambitious field study of a. grounded ice rubble field. This wu done at
ESSO's CRI while on location at Kaubvik in the Southern Beaufort Sea. The col.
labora tive program was set up to document thoroughly a full accle case history of
sea. ice/ rubble/s tr ucture interact ion. The collected data wes to be publicly available
and was intended to guide subsequent theoretical work on load trenemieeicn through
grounded ice rubble. A wide variety of data was collected and the field work wes ar-
ranged so that each group Wll.lI responsible for collecting, processing, and doeument ing
a certain portion of the data. This data was subsequently released in three separate
data reports ; Croasdale et al, 1988 (E5S0), Frederking et al, 1988 (NRC), Jorda.an
et aI, 1988 (M.U.N.), followedby a summarizing paper by Marshall et ai, 1989.
2 OBJECTIVES
As outlined in the int roduct ion the Kaub vik st udy was the work of many individuals
from several groups . The author 's specific reepcnsibi litiea were t Oj
• Assist with the field work,
• Preces s, analy ze, and document t he field data collected by M.U.N.,
• Review all th e data and ot her litera ture, and
• Develop a theo retical model for calcul ati ng force t ransmission through grounded
ice rubb le.
The objectives for this thesis were thus to;
1. Present the M.U.N. data and analysis,
2. Summarize the associate d lite rature,
3. Describe a theoretical method for calculating load t ransmission th rough ice
rubb le,
4. Compare t he th eoreti cal calculations with the case study .
Th e presence of th e aeparat e M.U.N. data report gave the &uthor th e luxu ry of
being able to concentrate in t his t hesis on th e data mor e directly concern ed wit h the
subsequent t heoret ical work , eince referen ce for less critic al det ails can be mad e to
Jorda.a.n et el, 1988.
3 LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 Previous Island-Ice Measurement Programs
Th e first artificial island in the Beaufort Sea wu const ructed by ESSO in 1973 (Albery
et al, 1984), only 13 win•.'re prior to the Kauhvik program. Instru ment ation to
measure ice forces and movements Mound island, immediately became important
and most, if not all islands had some sort of ice monitoring program. Many of these
programs , however, were set up to collect specific deai~n data such lUI maximum ice
pressu re, or for saIety purposes such M warning of ice pressure build-up (Templeton
III , 1979). Act ually analyzing movement events and ice pressures, by correlating
them with ice failure modes, wind da ta , currents, and other environmental forces
was of secondary import ance; and in man y C~ grounded rubbl e did Dot form. The
resul ts of many of these programs are also confidential and th is somewhat reduces
the literat ure to be reviewed . The publi cly available literature on previous island / ice
field me asurement programs has been reviewed and is summari zed cbronologiully in
t able 1.
T he main objective of many of t hese measuremen t programs was to collect design
relate d data, such as ice thi ckness, movement , pressure, and global loads on struct ures .
Th e large number of groups involved resulted in the usec f & wide variety of instrument
ty pes and meaaurement procedur es, which sometimes produced conflict ing results. An
enormous amount of dat a wu generated which canDot be comp rehensively condensed
here. It is, however, intended to summarize enough information so that the important
features of the Kauhvik data can he assessed. Th e sources list ed in tabl e 1, provide
the following types of dat a:
Table 1: Summ&r)' or island/ ice field measurement programs described in the open
litera ture .
YEA R ISLAND NAME TYP E SOUR CES
1974 Adgo F-28 sand/ gravel Nelson et al, 1974
1975 Adgo P-25 sand/ gravel Metge, 1976; Nelson et al, 1976
1975 Netse rk 8 -44 sand/ gravel Metge, 1976; Nelson
et al , 1976; Kry, 1977
1976 Netserk F·40 sand/gravel Str ilchu k, 1977
1977 Arnak L-30 sand/gravel Semen iuk,1 977
1971 Kann erk 0 -42 sand/ gravel Semen iuk, 1977; FlLvrat , 1982
1980 Fairway Rock natural Kovacs et aI,1981
1979-80 Issungnak sand/ gravel Fence Consult&Du Ltd., 1981;
Frede rking et ai, 1982;
McGonigal, 1951: McGonigal et al,
1986; Shinde , 1981; Shinde et ai,
1982: VlLudrey, 1980
198~83 HILDa Island nlLtural Danielew:icz et al, 1981,1982,
1983, 1988; Metse et al, 1981
1982-84 Tanuit aluon DePaoli et all 1983; Pilkington et
al, 1983; Sande~n, 1984
1982-85 Ada.ma Island nat ural Frederking et al, 1983, 1984,
1986a.. 1986b, 188& ; Sayed et al,
1986&, 1988; St&nder, 1985
1984 KlLdluk caisson Johnson et el, 1985
1985 Amerk ~09 caisson Sayed et al, 1986b; K. R Croasdale
ok Assoc . Ltd . 1985
1985 Mukl uk land/gravel Cox et ai, 1988
1985-86 Molikpaq caisson Wrish t et ai, 1986
1986 Miouk land/ grlLvel K.R. Cro udale It' Also c. Ltd, 1986
Ice Pressures: Small pressure sensors, large pressure panel s,
biaxial pressur e sensors, struct ure mounted
panel s, strain gauging of st ructural member s.
Ice Movemen ts: Wire line reels, radar, traditionalaurvey
method s, elect ronic distance measureme nts, time
lapse photography
Rubble Movement s: Electroni c distance meeaur emente, st ll.rldpipe
instaUat ions,inclinometel'3.
Ice /Rubble St rains: Electroni c distance measurements (large
scale), small stt ain arrays.
Rubble Geometry: Aeria l photography, level surve ys, auger
drilling , electromagnet ic sensing, thermistor atr ings.
Other: Anemo meters (wind speed , profile, di rection), tide gauges ,
cu rrent mete rs, borehole jacks , amall scale properties
me asurements , water temperature, geotechni cal
measurements, island mounted inclinomete rs.
The collected data is variable in alm Olitevery respect . Prior to 1982, useful pres-
sure data within rubble wes only obtained at two locations, Netaerk B·44, and Arnak
1-30. This, and subsequent data from caisson stru ctures, indicates tr.,,~ external ice
loading does resu lt in pressure at the st ructure, but it Ie generally reduced. Measure-
ment s at Tarsuit also showed measurable pressure at dept hs great er than 4 m below
the waterline. At many of the sites no significant rubble field fonn ed ; tber.e location",
falI into two c1asllC3.
1. Islands close to ebore, in sballow water, which are not subject to large ice
movements.
2. Steep- sided structures in deep wate r where accum ulat ions of rubble are unab le
to ground firmly.
Thus, the st ruc tu res moet prone to generate extensive rubble fields are those with
gentle elceee , and far enough offshore (>10 km) to be subject to large ice movements.
Stru ctures in this category are sand/gravel islands an d shallowcai8lOnsca ca derwater
berms.
Table 2: Result! from auger and th ermi stor measurements of refrozen layer th ickness.
AUGER THERMISTOR STRING DIFFERENCE
1.66 m 1.92 m + 16 %
1.70m 1.30 m - 24 %
2.69 m 1.26 m - 53 %
The largest rubble field reported to have formed arou nd an artificial island was
1500 m x 800 m and formed at Issungnak during th e winter of 1979·80. As par t of
the Issungnak field progr am , however , a rubble accumulation at a natural shoal was
also studied and thi s reached B900 m x 6900m ,
ReCrozen layer thickn ess was measured at Iesungnak by "feel" during auger pro-
filing, and by using in situ t hermistor strings. The maximum thickness in February
1980, measured by a.uger, was 3.7 m. The difference between the th erm istor data
and th e auger data was also measured at three locat ions with the results presented
in t able 2.
It is apparent Cram t hese reeulte tha t the two measurement method s can produce
very different results. The u se oCthermistor strings also allowed the me asurement of
refrozen layer growth rate . On average thesewere:
Ncv • March 6.0 nun/day (growth)
March - June -16.0 mm /d ay (melting)
The largest rubble nils were measured at Fairway Rock and Mukluk Island, both
of which bad rubble piles up to 15 m high. On average , the m aximum sail height. at
other locations was less than 12 m,
Rubble movement s were monitored at thr ee locations, Issungnak, Tarauit, and
Amerk (ESSO's eRI). Movements were detec ted at all locat ions with short term
[hcu ta-daye] movements as large as 0.3 m. At Tarsuit, movements were described II!
being tens of em at the rubble fielri periphery, and less near the caisson.
Island movement wa,.,measured at Adgo P·25 using inclinometers which.indicated
that a total movement of 5 cm occurred. This was calculated by M. Metge (1976) to
require an average global force of 984 kN/m £rom the surrounding ice.
Interpretation of ice pressure sensor data is not completely straight forward and
var ious asaumptlona are usually made, in order to calculat e such parameters II! global
load. For example, average pressure can be obtained by combining the output from
several sensors. This is used together with ice thickness measurements to calculate
the maximum average thrust , but because bott om ice is relative ly "warm" and soft, a
reduced thickness is often used in the calculation . The max imum pressure recorded in
floating sea ice was meas ured at Netserk B·44, where a peak pressure reached 1.5 MPa.
A maximum Averagepreeeure of1.1 MPa was calculated Irom data collected at Arnak
L·30. to general , however, maximum pressure during any season rarely exceeded 1
MPa . At several locations in landfaat ice, the maximum thrus t was associated with
th ermal expansion of the ice.
Ice movements were monitored as part of most of the field programs. This wu
considered important because standard indenter equationa allow direct calculation of
ice fcrcee from the indentation geometry and ice velocity. Increasing ice velocity ia
associated with increasing ice forces. During non-landfast conditions, ice movements
can easily be of the order of kros/day , but upon becoming landfast, the ice ia greatly
restrained. Wind , currents, tides, and temperat ure have all been found to influence
landfast ice movement, with the magnitud e of movement ....180 being influenced by
locat ion. At Adams Is::and, 3 km offshore, average ice velocities were leas than 10
cm/day, while at Netserk F·40, some 32 km offshore, average velocit ies were of the
order of 1 m/ day. Attempts to correlate driving forces with ice movement hAvegiven
variable results. At Adgo F-28. movements were claime d to correlate with wind,
although no significant movement occurred during two of the larger wind events . At
some locat ions tide effects dominated, while at others , thermal expans ion appear ed
to be the maj or contributor to ice movement . An interesting mechanism called tidal
jacking, was proposed to account for movements at Adams Island . Tidal jacking
would appear to be a process whereby w-te r-filled, wedge-shaped crack s, formed by
bending fai lure of the ice sheet near t he shore , freeze, t hereby causing the ice to move
hor izontally during t ide reversal. It is apparen t from the li: ereture that the process
of landfast ice movement is complex and cannot yet be accurately predicted.
3.2 Load Tran sm ission Models
The force required to move (cause sliding failu re of) a grounded ice r ubble field over
a level seabed is univers ally calcula ted &5;
(1)
where:
pi, = ice/seabed friction coefficient
W, = grounding weight and can he calculated as ~1)1l0W8i
W. = (1- fa) [H;·" - H. (, . - , ol) ·g· A,
where
P =rubble porosity (%)
H; = aver&.ge height of sail ice above wate r (m)
H. = nerage depth of keel ice below water (m)
Pi = density of ice (saline ) (kg/m3)
P",= density of sea water (kg/m3 )
(2)
9 =acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/ s")
Ar = Horizontal area of rubble field (m")
If one assumes that P, Pi, PUll 9, and JJ;, are basically constants, the ability of a
rubb le field to resist sliding depends on th ree geometric variables , fl . , H I.. and A•.
Sliding resistance increases with greater sail height , shallower water, and larger area.
This is straight forward but it should be noted tbat area.is very importa nt. Sea ice
loads against a stru cture (or rubble field) are in essence calculated ea follows;
F =FL · D (3)
Where FL is force per metre diameter and D is the struc tu re (or rubb le field)
diamete r. The applied force there fore varies in direct proportion to the diameter while
the sliding resistance is proporti onal to the diam eter squared. T hus any grounding
pressure will produce a sta ble rubble field, provided that the field is large enough.
Sliding stability calculations of early sand/grav el island s tr eat ed the rubble-island
system as a single unit in order to calculate global sliding resistance . This approach
has since been expan ded in order to calculate load (F.) transmitted to a struct ure
through grounded rubble [Kry, 1977, 1980; Allyn et al, 1979, 1982; Bercha et el, 1980,
K.R. Croasdale and Associates, 1985). This method uses a rigid body assumpt ion
for the rubbl e field and shall be referred to here as the simple theory. T he rigid body
assumpt ion implies tha t no load will reach the st ructure until global rubble sliding
occurs, at which point ;
F. = Total externalforce- Rubblefield slidinA: resistance
T his method of calculati on has been used in various ways. K.R . Croasdale &:AsllO-
d ates (19M) used a.two-dimens ional approach and considered ("DIy the rubb le directly
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between the st ructure and the applied load. Kry, Bercha and othe rs took a three-
dimensional approach, considering the entire rubble field. The three-dimensional
approach led to concerns that a poorly grounded rubble field could increase global
loads on a structure by increasing the effective structu re diameter. Allyn and others
extended the three-dimensional approach by including the berm slope, edge failure
and frict ion (shear) along the sides of the rubble field in a computer program which
calculated the loads on a circular sand/g ravel island. Sayed et at (1984) included an
assumption about ice rubble pro perties. T hey easumed that newly formed ice rubble
is a vertically and horizontal ly homogeneous Mohr-Coulomb material at critical equi-
librium. The stress distrib ution within the rubble was calculated for a narrow rubble
field against a. str ucture (two-dimensional case) but although this approach was more
complex than previous models, the calculated loads were still zero until the applied
load exceeded the tota l rubble sliding resistance.
None of these analyses take into account the possibility that rubble field defor-
mat ions under loading may generate (orcP.8against an embedded str ucture before the
sliding resistance is reached. In order to overcome the limita.tions of the rigid body
assumption, several groups have resorted to numerical methods for calculating load
distributions.
Evgin and Morgenstern (1984) led the way, using finite element analysis to exam-
ine the behaviour of an eight sided, caisson retained, island (Tarsuit ) when subjected
to ice loads. T hey included the case of an intact ice sheet resting on grounded ice rub-
ble, and from thei r results they concluded tbat the presence of a rubble field reduces
the amount of displacement and increases the overall maximum force an island ceu
withstand. However, upon examining thei r metho ds it is apparent that this conclu-
sion is subject to several qualificat ions. It appears tha.t only one 20 elMtic CMewa.s
examined, for which an arbitrary value for rubble elasti city was used. It also appears
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t.hat. tbe possibilit.yof sliding a.t. the refrozen/ un·refroun lniert ece and rubble/ seabed
interlace wu not ccaeidered; a.nd t he int.a.ct ice sheet (refrozen layer ) wa.sesaumed to
be t he same thickness as the surro unding sea ice. Th i. study cleuly brought fort.h the
concept th at an ice rubble field ca.nbe treated a.sa non-rigid body, bu t generalization.
from the results must be made very u utiously.
In 1986, Williams et el usednumerical com puter simula.tion to eelcelae ridge and
rubbl e building forces. They used a discrete element meth od to solve incremental ly
th e dynamic equilibrium equa.tions for each of th e rubble blocks as well as for the
advancing ice sheet, Tb is meth od is similar to finite element analysis except th at it is
used for systems of discret e bodies. There were two examples presented , of ice rubble
accumulat ion in front of a structure , bot h starting with an intact ice sheet , Each
example wu run for only 100 seconds and although no grounded rub ble field formed
(a t most two blocks were groun ded ) it is obvious t hat longer runs would have produced
more grounded rubble. Th is approach requires th e input of mate rial propert ies, a.s
well a.s init ial a.nd bound&r)' conditi ons. Deformation. wit hin t he ru bble are thus
calcul ated and , with correct inpuu, thU met hod should give reasonable results for
newly formed rubb le.
Finally, in 1988, Ca.na.dian Marine Engineering Ltd. carried out a finite element
a.nalysis to examine load t rans fer t hrou p a grounded rubble field with a refrozen 1a.yer.
On ly the 2D, rigid .tructure case was examined wit h an 80 m wide ru bble field . It is
int eresting to Dote th at the re£rozen layer was auumed not to reach tb e outer edge of
th e rubble field. Two cues were presented, t he difference bein g the horizontal exten t
of the refrozen la.yer (7.5 m and 78 m). The Young's Modulus for the consolidate d
(re£rozen) layer wa.s auumed to be 0.2 OPa., some ten times larger than t he value
used for th e un-refrozen rubbl e . Some effort was mad e to dete nn ine the se prop erties
(rom theoret ical coDeiderat ions, a.s well as £rom small suJe test dat a. Unfort unately,
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prob lems were encounte red with the rubble/ seabed slider elements an d so they were
removed. The rubble was t.hus fixed to the seabed , and so it was estimated that the
finite element analysis reeulte were in error by more than an ord er of m agnitude. The
geometry and justi fication of materi al proper ties were more advanced t ha n those used
by Evgin and Morgens tern (1984), bu t the slider element problems and limited cases




Section 4.1givesan overviewofthe environmentalconditionsin the Southern Beaufort
Sea wit h site specific det ails provided where ever possible, while section 4.2 reviews
the data collected by ESSO and NRC during the winter of 1986/87 .
4.1.1 Wea th er
At Tuktoyaktuk th e average air temperatu re is below 0 degrees between late Septem-
ber and early May. The average February air temperature is -29 degrees and winter
temperatures are persistently rathe r than extremeJy cold. There is little precip itation
and the average annual snowfall at Sachs Harbour is 75 em/ yr. Pr evailing winds ate
from the nort hwest and east -southeeet with the one hour averaged, 50 year retu rn
period wind, being 105 kmh . The wont month for stonn s is October (storms present
8% of the tim e) and during the remai nder of the time low pressure systems are present
2·3% of th e time. meaning that th e Beaufort Sea is not a stormy area (Pilkington et
a1, 1983).
4.1 .2 Water movement
Water movement in the Southe rn portion of the Beaufort sea is influenced by t he
westward moving Beaufort Gyre, the northeasterly flow of the MacKenzie River, and
the easterly flowof the 'Trans-Polar Drift . Wate r current velocities are usually very low
and only extrem e currents exceed 50 cm/sec (1 knot). Wind induced water movement
at the surface may mask the general wate r flow and may induce strong short term
curr ents . Tidal fluctuations are general ly small and average IS em. alth ough in 1944
an ext reme storm surge caused water levels to rise 3 m at Tuktoyaktuk (P ilkington
et al , 1983).
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Figure 1: Ice thickness versus time after September 1. Data is from 'I'heaiger Bay
(Sachs Hr.] (from Parker, 1987)
4.1. 3 Ice Co nditions
Freeze-up usually starts by the first week in October and the maximum ice th ickness
of 2 m is reached by the middle of May (see figure 1). The measured ice thick ness at
Kaubvik was Ui m by April 10, 1987 which is less than usual for the time of year.
The Kaubvik site is usually landfast by midwinter and then remains landfast until
the spring breakup at the end of June (McKenna et el, 1988). Between the start of
freeze-up and landf""t conditions the site is subject to moving first-year pack ice
with occasional multi-year floes and ridges. It is thus during the initial non-landfast
conditions, when ice movement is of the order of kilometers per day (Spedding, 1979),
that rubble fields form.
During the winter of 1986/ 87 Ka.ubvik became lanclfast by the second week in
January. Landfast ice, although generally stable, does move and movement rates in
20 m water depths can reach 3 m/ hr (McKenna et al, 1988). These major movements
have been associated wit h coastal storms (Agerton et al, 1979).
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4.1.4 B at hym et ry
The average width of the continental shelf is 70 km and extends to the 50 m depth
contour. Kaab vlk is 30 km from the nearest shore, in 18.5 m of WAter , and is thus
well inside the outer edge of the continental shelf.
A circular, 8at topped berm 10 m high was built underwater, onto which the
caisson ring was set down. The outside design diameter of the berm was 380 m,
sloping up to a 148 m diameter level surface for the caieeona. After construc tion
of the berm a bath ymetr ic survey was carri ed out giving th e berm contour map in
figure 2.
4 .1.5 Geotechnica l
Core samples of the sea bed at Kaubvik were tested before construction of the berm
in order to calculate island settlement rates and sliding resistance. The bottom sed-
iments consist most ly of soft clay with some sand layers. The berm material was
obtained from Issigak and consisted of sand and fine gravel with a lower bound shear
frict ion angle expected to be 34~ (Shinde, 19M).
4 .1.6 C aisson Struct ure
ESSO's CRI is one of the earliest arctic caisson islands and was first used at Kadluk
during 1983/ 84. In 1986 it was st ationed at Kaubvik, some 120 km northwest of
Thktoyaktuk (69" 52.5' north, 135~ 25' west). The CRI consists of 8, water ballasted,
steel caissons arranged in a ring and held together by tensioned wire ropes L" sbown
in figure 3. Each caisson is 49.2 m long, 13.2 m wide and 12.2 m high, with a mass
of 5000 tonnes (K.R. Croasdale and Associates Ltd, 1985). The central core of the
island is filled with sand which provides the working surface for drilling operations,
as well as sliding resistance against ice forces. The design global ice pressure is 1700
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Figure 2: Bathymetric contour map of berm at Kaubvik (from Frederking et al, 1988).
kPa (global load of approximately 45 000 tcanee ) and the design local ice pressure is
4800 kPa (Croudale et ai, 1988).
When the caisson rin, is set down it is precisely positioned 30 that caisson 1
faces directly north (Croudale et el, 1988). T he CRI was originally designed to
include 33 ice load senson , various geotechnical eenscre, as well as structural response
sensors (Hawkins et ai, 1983). By the winter of 1986/ 87 32 ice load senson an d 10
geotechnical sensors ~ere ACtive.
4.2 Ot her Kaubvik dat a
In order to present a complete case study description, the other two project data
report s {Crcesdele et al, 1988 and Frederking et al, 1988) are sum..narized here. As
with the M.U.N. data, th e main emphasis is to describe the results that are relevant









Figure 3; Details of the CRJ showing a) pla.n view of the caisson rin~. b) cross
section through a. caisson, and c) cross section through a completed isl lLll.d (from
K.R. Croasdale and Associa.tes, 19M).
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4.2 .1 ES SO Data
Essa Rescuzces Canada Ltd was responsible for operating the CRI mounted sensors.
The sensors of concern for this project were the external ice pressure sensors and the
sand core geotechnical sensors. Analysis of the collected geotechnical data showed
that ice forces did not significant ly affect the measured pore pressures, so the following
summary only deals with the ice pressure data.
By the winter of 1986-87there were two types of ice pressure sensor, microcells and
shearbar panels. Microcells are small (0,02 m1 ) and were designed to measure point
pressures while the shearbar panels (1.05 m1) were designed to measure pressures
averaged over a larger area. During the field period, 27 microcells and 5 shearhar
panels were operati ng, with the greatest concentratio n of sensors being in the northe rn
quadrant . Although pressures from the north (open ocean) were expected to be the
greatest , all caissons had some sensors and the southern caissons had a total of 8
operational microcells (see figure 4). The microce1ls were mounted at the waterline
and welded Hush with the outer caisson pLating. The microcells have the following
specifications:
Type : Strain gauged cantileve r diaphragm
Diameter : 16.5 em
Full Scale rat ing: 6895 kPa
Accuracy: 5% full scale (340 kPa)
Until drilling operations ceased in early J anuary, the southern microcell data was
sampled every 10 seconds. Immediate processing was done to reduce data volume
and only the 5 minu te peak, average, and variance values were actually stored. After
shutdown of drming operat ions a battery powered remote data acquisition system was
installed which recorded pressures at a fixed logging rate, without any preprocessing.
This system operated until May.
Although there were no ehearbar panels in the southern quadrant it is interesting
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Figure 4: Plan view of eRI showing ice pressure sensor locations (from Crcesdale et
.1,1988 ).
to compare the output from the two sizes of sensor. Figure 5 contains the maximum
peak eRIpressure recorded during the entire winter (caisson 8). The drop in pres-
sure fluctuat ions after October 26 appears to indicate the presence of an ice rubble
accumulation . In comparison, the maximum peak pressure measured by a shearbar
panel OD CaiSSOD S was less then 0.5 MPa (see figure 6). This is due to the difference
in sensor area. During ice failure, direct ice-structure contacts are transient and lo-
calized. The small microcells can frequently have transient ice contact over a large
percentage of the sensor area, whereas the shearbars will average these small contacts
over a much larger area. T he microcell output is therefore more erratic but the time
averaged pressures on both should be the same. During non-failure events (ice creep)
the output from both should be similar.
Once ice rubble had formed against the e RI no compressive failure of the rubb le
or refrozen layer was observed at the CRr/rubble contact . Pressures m~asured by the
microcells durin g the latter part of the winter should thus be relat ively independent
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Figure 5: Microcell outpu t covering the per iod of highest maximum pressure [from





Figure 6: Shearbar dat a showing one of the high pressure events. Note that although
the pressure magnitude is eimiler to that measured by the micrccell 00 the same date ,
th e shearbar shows the event much more clearly because of the increased sensitivity
(lower full scale){fromCroasdaleet al, 1988).
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of sensor size. The t ime of greatest inte rest is the period c< nciding with the M.U.N.
data, March 12 • May:i. Duri ng this time , however, very littl e activity was det ected at
the southern quadran t . It appears from th e plots (see appendix 1) that the resolution
of t he data was ± 60 kPa which makes it difficult to detect small pressure variations.
Consequently, most of the late winte r data is stra ight line and d ose to zero (see
app endix A). The most dramatic exception occurred on April 15th, when both sensors
active on caisson 4 measured pressures exceeding 1.0 MP a. This Is-ted about 2 hours
and although no simi lar change in pressure was observed at any of tile oth er caissons,
it appea rs to be an actual event rather th en an equipm ent mal function . Similarly,
early winter pressure events were usually detected by more t han one sensor but often
not by all the expec ted sensors. Interpretat ion of this dat a with rega rd to average
pressu res is therefore not so st raightforward .
In conclusion , no pressures over 300 kPa were recorded at any of t he south ern
caissons duri ng the M.U.N. field perio d, except for t he April 15th (julien day 105)
event , and in general, pressur es were less th an 100kPa. The low pressu res, combined
with 60 kPa resolution , make it difficult to compare the micro cell data with other
data on an event by event basis.
4.2.2 NRC Da ta
The National Resear ch Council of Canada was responsible for collecting rubbl e field
pressu re panel and survey data. Field work star ted in late December 1986 and ended
in ear ly May. Fourteen pressure panels were inst alled in the r ubble in 4 groups [ar -
rILYs). As these were installed while the sea ice was still act ive (not landfast ) three
of the arrays were placed to t he northwest of the e RI (see figure 7), where rubble
form ation W IIS most likely. Th e fourt h arr ay was placed to the south east to coincide
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Figure 7: NRC panel and survey locat ions in the late winter rubble field at Kaubvik
(from Frcderking et a.1.1988).
OCCUI twice in t he week following panel installation. One event extended the rubbl e
field eastward but the secord even t occurred along the nor thwest edge of the rubble
field. New rubble even overtopped old rubble, burying the two outermos t pressure
panels. Tile resulting inte rnal rubble pressu res were successfully recorded and demon-
strat e that sustained pressures of several hundred kPa. can be transmitted into t he
rubble, see figure 8. As figure 9 shows, however. the distribution of pressures within
the rubble was not st raightforward. The greatest pressures were actuall y measured
some distance back from the rubble field edge. Many factors could contribute to this ,
includ ing local refrozen layer be nding, incomplete sensor freeze in, a thinner refrozen
layer in the newer (extern al) ru bb le, or it could indicate t hat the CRt was a. etreee
concentr ator . tee profile drilling done at that time indicated that the "consolidated
layer" was about 2.5 m th ick, and although this was measured by "feel" , rather than


















Stress vers us t lll1t, nor t h-westEuQnlllnels .
Figure 8: Interna l rubble pressures as measure d by the Nort hwest Exxon array during
the Jan uary 8th event (from Frederking et aI, 1988).
Figure 9: The pressure distribu tion at one time during t he January 8th ru bble build.
ing event (from Frederking et al, 1988).
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Figure 10: Arctec panel rosette data [from Prederking et al, 1988).
la.yerexisted at that time. The Arctec panel rosette near the caisson recorded almost
equal biaxial stress (see figure 10) indicating a maximum principle stress only 20·30
kPa greater than the minimum principle stress.
Some of the panels were divided into horizontal segments and dat a {rom these
indicated that vertical pressure gradients existed (see figure 11). Unfortunat ely, over
time, zero drift and apparent malfunctions reduced the reliability of the datu.. The
southeast array data of greatest interest is that which coincides with the M.U.N.
da ta (March . May). By that time, some pressure variations are apparent but the
magnitudes are considered to be unreliable.
NRC also collected 4 types of ru bble survey data; rubble elevat ions, rubble field
movement , rubble profiling, and rubble block size, Standard surveying techniques
were used to measure rubble elevat ion along 7 survey lines (see figure 7). A typical
result is shown in figure 12 and from these it was determined that the average sail
height southeast of the CRt was 4 m. This was calculated using equat ion 4 to ensure
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The highest sail in the rubble field (not on a survey line) was about 9 m high.
!lor i ;tonta l Distanc e (m)
Figure 12: Surveyed rubble elevations southeast of the CRY.
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Figure 13: Electronic Dista nce Measurement survey results showing horizontal move-
ment and (in brackets) settlem ent! over the win - (from Frederkiag et al, 1988.
In orderto measure rubble movement, 15 survey posts were mounted in the rubble
in early Januar y (usually atop sails). The horizontal and vert ical positions of these
posts were measured at various times throughout the winter using an electronic dis-
tance measuring device (EDM). The results are shown in figure 13, from which it is
apparen t that the rubble settled at all locations and, with one exception, the rubble
moved horizontal ly in a northerly direction.
The horizontal movement is also, with one exception, away from the CRI and
down the berm slope. Horiecatal movement of up to 0.33 m Wi13 measured but
uneven settlement (t ilting) of rubble sails may have contribut ed to this.
Rubb le profiling was done by drilling holes into the rubble. This showed that "val-
leys" between sails generally reached within 0.2 m of sea level, and the consolidated
layer in Januar y was 2.5 m thick in places. A floating block at a depth of 5.5 m,
25 m from the eRIalso indicated that not all the rubble was completely grounded.
The rubble block measurements showed that 0.2 m thick ice fer-ned grounded rubble
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in 8.5 m deep water, the rubble closest to the CRI was the oldest (t hinnest blocks),
and rubb le format ion appeared to heve ceased when the sea Ice reached a thickness
of 0.75 m (thickest blocks).
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5 FIEL D RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 General
The rubble field finished growing when the surrounding ice became Jandfast in ea.rly
Ja nuary, with the ma jor accumulatio ns of rubbl e being to the eM t and northwes t of
the CRI. The first field visit was scheduled (or March and so, with. the CRt so heavily
prote cted on the east and northwest sides, it was decided to concentrate efforts to
the sout h (see figure 14). The rubble mounds to the south were not so extensive or
massive, and the rmal expansion of the landfast ice sheet during the second half of the
winter was expected to result in loading from th&.tdirect ion. A total of three field
t rips Wall required , covering a two mont h period start ing in early March 1987. The
M.U.N . team collected the following data.
1. Sea ice st resses from 9 mercury filled stress sensors.
2. Creep and strain in the ice rubble from one strain array.
3. Rubble thickness from 8 auger holes.
4. Rubble temperatur e profiles from two thermocouple arra.ys.
S. Torque readings from one 10 m inst rume nted auger hole.
6. Ice properti es from 9 cores.
In addition to this, 'fuktoyaktuk air temperature, wind speed, and wind direction
data were obtain ed from Envitl""':ment Canad a (see Jordaan ee al, 1988).
5.2 Se a Ice Stresses
Nine stress sensors were arranged in three rosett es, with cne 8e090' in each rosett e
oriented to measure stresses towards & survey point 00 Cai4800 4. Each mercury
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Figure 14: Plan view or CRl and rubb le field wiLhthe position or the M.U.N. field
meuurementl indiuted.
Figure 15: Diagram of mercury filled pressure sensor.
filled, disk shaped, sensor was attached to a pressure transducer which measured the
pressure of the mercury (see figure 15). The rosett es were frozen into the sea ice
about 240 m southeast of the caisson cent re and about 50 m apart. The sensors were
thus about 90 m south of the rubble field edge. At the time of installation the sea icc
was cored and found to be 1.5 m thick. The neutral axis of such a sheet is located at
a depth of approximatel y 0.£ m (Duckworth et al, 1988) and so th is was the chosen
deployment depth . An electric chainsaw in an alignment jig was used to cut the slot
for each pressure sensor. The slot was filled with fresh water from a vacuum Bask, the
sensor was lowered to the bottom of the slot , and the water froze within one minute.
Two thermoco uples were also inst alled, one in the data logger and one at a depth of
0.6 m in th e ice. The dat a were read and recorded every 2 minutes by a CD248 data
logger powered by a thermal generator .
Over th e 31 day measurement period the data. from the nine 8tr~s sensors and















Figure 16: The principal stress angle for array 2.
has been attributed to the data logger, caused large negative values to be recorded
on occasion, mainly with rosette number three. This only affected the stress sensor
channels and resul ted in a lose of 16% of the stress readings, lea.vinga total of 168,000
stress readings and 44,700 temperature readings. During subsequent data processing
the erroneous negative pressures were discarded. Plots of stress versus time were
made for each sensor and the principal maximum and minimum st resses, stress angle,
and shear stress for each rosette were calculated (see Jordean et al, 1988). The
largest measured stres s wa.s MO kPa which corresponded to a maximum principal
stress of 570 kPa . The principal stress direction for all three rosettes was generally
northwest /southeast (see figure 16).
The rosettes were arranged so that one sensor in each (labeled sensor a) meeeured
the stress towards a survey point on caisson 4. The average of these stresses has
been plotted {or comparison with the eRr sensor data.. As each of these sensors faces
approximately NW th ese can be used to estimate the average maximum stress (see
33
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Fi gure 17: St ress to wards the CRI, averaged from the three rosette s.
figure 17). This method is expected to be accura te to within 10 %and this approach
is required because data loss from sensors in rosett e 3 (other than sensor 3&) resulted
in no principal maximum st ressesbeing calculated for t he last week of t he field period.
From the pressure data. it appears that t here were two types of deformation of the
sea ice as it moved past the grounded rubble (see figure 18). Short ter m fiu<:tuations
of up to 200 kPa (see day 106) are typical of a britt le type of failure mode, while
slowly varying pressure (days 110 to 113) indicates a du ctile (creep) type deformation .
On the last field visit the fresh ice deforma tion shown in figure 19 was observed
aoout 100 m NEof t he stres s sensors. This ap pears to be a buckling typ e of failure and
matches descriptio ns of similar features at Adams Island (Frederking et at, 1983).
The above water po rt ion of the ice sheet is visibly curved and as th e finger like
pr ojections are not indicativ e of a fast fractu re type failure it is hypothesised t hat
the ride-up of this ice "tongue" occurred very slowly. Although the feature in figure
19 was locali zed it was one or at leas t five fresh vertical ice sheet movement! on t he
southern edge of the rubble end it could account for t he measu red fluct uations in ice
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Figure 18: The expanded plot of stresses measured by stress sensor Sia clear ly shows
tha.t periods of steady pressure were interrupted by rapidly fiuctull.ting, a.pparently
brittl e, deformat ions. During the ent ire period the maximum principal st ress did not
reach 400 kPa.
pressure over the days preceding the photograph. The deformation required at least
3 m of ice movement and the sudden pressure fluctuations at average str esses below
even 100 kPa.indicates tha t such "failure" mechanisms have very lowthreshol ds and
may be important when considering limit ing forces.
When ice is stressed it creeps, therefore the presence of euetained Ilea ice preeeure
of the order of hundreds of kPa means that the ice sheet was moving. La.ndfast ice is
frozen to the shore and its ability to move and apply loads to fixed objects is therefore
restricted . It is thus relevant to examine the source(s) of this movement rela.tive to
the measured pressures.
The magnitude of the loads may be limited in two W;:Ly8:
1. The restriction on ice sheet movement may limit the force or,
2. The force applied ma.y he limited by the driving force.
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Figure 19: This photograph shows a fresh vertical deformation 100 m north east of
the stress sensors . Note the polar bear tracks in the foreground .
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Both of these willbe examined, beginning with a model foelandfast ice movement.
In a man ner sirnilar to that used by Croasdale (1975) the landfast ice will be treated
as a semi-infinite ice sheet , fixed at the shore, and unrestr ained at the seaward edge
(see figure 20).
Ice is a visco-elastic material and, during creep deformati on, the pressure exerted
by the ice sheet is proport ional to th e cube root of the indentation rate . During
creep, the wider the str ucture the faster the ice must move.in order to generate a
given pressure (strain ra te is a function of the ice speed and stru cture width). As
the rub ble field at Kaubvik was 0.8 km wide, significant movements are required to
generate the measured pressures.
It is hypothesized tha t movement of the landfast ice was the result of thermal
expansion, and wind and current stresses. Based on this hypothesis, work was done
to quan tify the contr ibution of each of these sources of movement and develop a model
to predict the movement from measured data.
Calculat ions (see appendix B) show that stresses due to tidal currents are ex-
pected to he negligible, and as wind-induced currents are not expect ed in ice covered
water, it was decided that currents would not be included in the analysis. Ba.sed on
this, a computer program wa.swrit ten (also appendix B) which used the wind data
from Thktoyaktuk and sea ice temperature data to calculate the landfast ice sheet
movement. The wind st resses produce elastic, delayed elast ic, and creep deformations
which were calculated based on the work done by Sinha (1983&). The wind stresses
were calculated using a drag coefficient of .003 (Feldman et al, 1981), and the 30 km
strip of ice between the CRI and shore was divided into 5 km wide strips for the creep
calculations. The thermal expansion was calculate d using a coefficient of expansion
of 0.000051 mlm °C (Michel, 1978) and all the calculations were done without includ-
ing any restraining influence of the CRI. As the me.cury filled pressure sensors were
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Figure 20: Showing the physical model of a landfut ice sheet used for the comp uter
p rogram.
located south of the rubble field, only the north-south component of the movement
wea studied. The wind da ta wu averaged over 12 hr intervals and the temperature
was take n every 12 hr. The movement rate at a point 30 km offshore was calculated
(loution of the CRt) and the results are shown in figure 22. When compared to the
measu red pressure dat a (fi8 21) some similarity c&n be eeen. The movement rm i,
small between daY' 114and 118which coincides with the low pressures measured a.t
tha.t time, the movement rate drops sharply on da.y 123coinciding with the drop in
pressure on that day , and the daily cycling of the movement curve is reflected in the
p ressure da ta.
Th e resultan t pressures etl.:!. be estima.ted using th e reference st ress met hod for
creep ind enta tion as presented by Sanderson (1984). Between days 105 and 125 the
average maxi mum movement rate (five highes t peaks) was 1.03 m /day. This translates
into an ind entat ion st rain ret e of 1.49·1O-s fse c for an 800 m wide inden ter (appendix
C). From the results of Sanderson (1984) the average contact pressure is-calculated to













Figure 21: Plot of sea. ice pressure averaged from mercury filled pressure sensors la,
2a., and 380.
average pressure measured during the same period (five highest peaks) was 333 kPa,
well within the pred icted range .
The computer program also calculated the accumulated sea. ice movement (see
figure 23) and the sha.pe of this curve is very similar to the temperature curve (fig
24). When the total movement rate is separated into wind and temperature ariven
components (figs 25 and 26) we see that the contribution of wind driven movement
rate is very small in this model and does not appear to correlate with the pressure
data . The maximum wind driven movement rate is 20 tim es less than the maxlmam
rate of thermal expansion. Separation of the elas tic, delayed elast ic, and creep com-
poneut e of the wind movement also shows that elasticity and delayed elasticity are
by fa.:r the ma.jor contr ibutors t o wind-driven movements.
Despite the apparen tly small movement contribution from the wind it would be
premature to dismiss it as a source of ice movement in real life for two reasons. First,
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Fi gure 22: P lot of landfu t ice movem ent rate at a point 30 km from shore, predicted
from wind and temper atur e date,
second, flaws in the landfast ice may increase the mobility of the ice sheet .
Any movements paralle l to the sho reline would not be expecte d to originate from
thermal expansion. Wind travelling parallel to shore will deform the ice in sbear,
with the shear st rain calculated as follows:
Thi s is t he sam e form as compressive st rain but the modu lus of rigidity (0)
for an elastic solid in shear is much smaller th an the modulus of eluticity (E) for
compression. This can be seen from the following relation (Higdon et al, 1978).
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Figure 24: Plot of sea ice temperature versus time. Temperature was measured 0.6


























Figure 26: Plot of predicted landfast ice movement rate due to wind stress.
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The theoret ical limits for Poisson's Ratio are 0.0 and 0.5 and 50, depending on the
actual Poisson's rat io for sea ice, a given wind will produce 2 to 3 times the elastic
movement jf it blows parallel to shore as opposed to perpendicular to the shore.
Landfast ice is composed of separate ice sheets frozen together with ridges and
other flaws throughout. These flaws may open under tensile stresses and increase the
mobility of the ice sheet, perhaps to the point where driving force, and not mobil-
ity, dominates. The model does not account for this and, although the predicted
movements are generally similar to the pressure data, the correlation is not ideal. For
example on day 118 pressure sensors l a, 21., and 3a all measuied a sharp increase in
pressure that is inconsistent with the calculated movement rates. This might occur
if a lead(s) opened up between the CRI and shore. In order for this to occur tensile
stresses in the ice sheet are required. It so happens that the maximum tensile wind
stress occurred at that time (see Jordaan et ai, 1988) with a peak wind speed of
28 kmh and a northerly component of 18 kmh which is calculated to have produced
a tensile st ress of 4 kPa at the shore. If such tensile stresses are sufficient to open
cracks and produce large offshoremovements of the ice sheet, then the pressure on the
rubble field may become dominated by the driving force. This can be approximated
by assuming that a wedgeof ice between the CRI and the shore transmits wind stress
to the rubble field (see figure 27). With an apex angle of 80" the wedge would have
an area of 775 km2• On day 118, the average jump in the measured sea ice pressure
was 150 kPa , implying a global load increase of 180 MN on the rubble field. The
wind at tha t time is calculated to have applied a maximum wind stress of ll8 MN
on the wedge. This is not sufficient to produce the observed loading even if the
wedge was only restrained by the CRt As the ice at Kaubvik is historically within
the landfast margin, it would be difficult to justify the assumption that the wedge
was only restrained by the CRt The magnitude of the pressure rise can thus not be
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F igure 27: Show ing the wind st ressed wedge t hat is assumed to load the rubble field
at Kaubvik.
eu ily explained but the timiDg does seem to coincide with the southerly wind .
In conclu sion, we see that the general shape a.nd magnit ude of th e com pu ter
predicted movement rate profile is in agree men t with t he mea.su..redpressure data.
This supports th e use of load c.a.leuta tion based OD land!ast ice movement t aUs wit h
th e modeled movement rate domina ted by therm al expans ion. The predi cted wind
movement rat el are generally random with respec t to the measured pressures but th e
timi ng of one mAjor d iscrepan cy between the predicted movement rate and t be act ual
pressure seems to coincide with a wind event , enforcing the idea tha t wind stresses
C4D. be more siplifiC&Dtthan the model predicts. A. an init ial a.nalysis of landfut
ice movemen t the model presented provides useful insighta into th e phenomena of
landfast ice mo vement but t he influence of wind is not st ra.ightf ofward and fut u re
work should concent rate on t he transmission of wind induced stresses t o st ruct ures
within th e lan dfast ice,
5.3 Rubble St rains
A st rain array was installed at a bearing of 140 T (true north) and a distance of 125
m from the cent re of the CRI. The chosen site was a small flat ice surface in a valley
between two rub ble sails and near the outer edge of the rubb le field. The flat surface
was the result of sea water flooding and the ar ray was thus located at water level.
It was oriented so that LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer) number 1
was along a line 12 degrees east of true north (see figure 28). The post holes were
drilled using a template and fresh water from a vacuum flask was used to fill the holes
and secure the poats. ~ • .; LVDTs were wired to a multiplexer, which in tu rn was
connected to a Campbell Scientific 21x micrclogger. The strain array was designed
to measure the two dimensional strain field at the surface of an ice sheet. It consisted
of 6 Schaevitz 200 H.R. D.C series LVDTs which measured the relati ve displacement
between four posts frozen into the ice surface. The output from any three LVDTs
can be used to calculate the maximum and minimum principal strain s, shear strain ,
and the principal strain angle.
T he system was activated at HM O houea local time on Julian Day 70 and was
designed to read and store the strains every hour. on the hour. For data prcceeaing
purposes the air temperature inside the insulated box was also measured, along wlsb
tbe internal data. logger and external battery voltage. The stored data was dumped
to a cassette tape on subsequent field tr ips. By tbe t ime that the array was retri eved,
the snow in the valley had accumulated to a depth of more than 0.5 m and com-
pletely buried the box whichcovered the strai n array installa tion. The LVDT's were
designed to operate at 24V DC excita tion voltage, but in order to maintain a constant
input voltage during the field period, the two exter nal 12V batteries were regulated
down to 20V. This successfully controlled the voltage to wit hin ± 0.02 V. T he en-
tire system worked reliably for the 51 day field period, and more than 7300 strain
Sehc , vilt LVOT
Figure 28: Strain art ay dimensions and orientation.
readings were obtained. The subsequent dat a processing included compensation {or
the reduced excitation voltage, as wellas temperature effects on the t o/DT's and the
array linkages.
Alt hough any three LVDTs can be used to calculate all the principal strains , the
greatest accuracy is obtained from strains at widely spaced angles. The la.rge3t angle
possible between three directions is 120 degrees, which is the separation angle for the
three inner and three outer legs of the array. For this reason the array is treated as
an inner roset te and an outer rosette. The principal strains and str..unangles were
calcula.ted wi ng standard equations for II. delta rosett e (see Va.ughn, 1975).
The posts move relative to each other as the supporting ice surface deforms under
the influence of stress or tempera ture change. Indicated strain is a usually a com-
bination of thermal , elastic, delayed elastic, and creep deformation, ma1dnganalysis
somewhat complex. The accuracy of the outer roset te should be slightly bett er than
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Figure 29: Maximum and minimum principle strains, inner rosett e.
the inner roset te due to the greate r distanc e between posh (gauge length) but prac-
t ically speaking they measure st rain at the same place and so both rosettes should
give the sam e results . The actual results. however, gave differences between the inner
and outer roset tes of approximately 50%. Upon closer examin&tion it was realized
that the deflections measured by LVDTs 3 (outer rosette) and .. (inner roset~) were
remarkAbly similar &nd were much larger then any of the othen. The smaller inner
gauge lengt h (17.3 em instead of 30 em) means that equal deflections measured by
inner and outer LVDT. will not give equal calcula ted st raina. The measurement from
these two LVDTs dominated the results and lead to speculation that proeeeeeeother
than direct str ain were involved. For example .. crade in the ice within the array
could produce the observed results (see Jordaan et &1, 1988).
The largest principal st rains were tensile, and the smallest principal strains were
compressive. Comparison with the pressure sensor data indicated that t he large
tensile strains correlated with lea ice pressure; during periods of high pressure, tensile
st rain increased , and during low sea ice pressure the accumulated tens ile strain wu
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reduced (compressive creep). This is opposite to what Wll$ expected. The maximum
principal strai n (maximum because of sign, not magnitude) correlated inversely with
surface ice temperature. Th is indicates that this strain was related to the therma.!
expansion and contraction of the surface ice. Discussion of the st rain results is limited
here because of concerns a.bout the significance of this date. The reader is referred
to Jordaan et al, 1988 for a more detailed look at st rain ve. stress and strain VB.
temper ature .
5. 4 R ubbl e P r ofile
On the second field tdp 8 boles were drilled along a 92 m survey line to profile the
ice. The line exten ded from the floating ice onto the grounded rubble field. A S em
diameter auger was used to drill the holes and the hole depths were measured by
keeping track of the number of 1 m auger flights used. Freeboard measurements were
made and the number and estimated extent of any velds encountered was recorded.
From these measurements it wasdete rmined that the area between the "undisturbed"
sea ice and the tidal crack was filled with floating rubble which contained a thick
refrozen layer. This disturbed region extended tens of metres out from the grounded
rubble edge. In the floating ice zone the ratio of total freeboard to total ice drilled
was 1:6.3 and the average ice thidnen was 3.3 m. Buoyancy considerat ions al low
average ice density to be calculated from this ratio (see appendix D), and a ratio of
1:6.3 indicates a density of 880 kgJm3•
The grounded ice rubble contained few voids with soft, slushy ice encountered at
the deeper depths indicat ing that the ice blocks were somewhat "rotten" after their
long exposure to seawater. On the grounded rubble only one hole in a "valley" was
drilled all the way to the seabed and in this hole rubble was present all the way to
the bottom . This indicates that grounding occurred even between rubble sails.
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5.5 Rubble Temperature Profiles
Two thermocouple arra.ys were installed on the first field trip . The long thermocouple
array (12 m long) was installed in a rubble sail and the short therm ocouple arra.y (3
rn long) was installed in the valley (see figure 30) near the strain array. A hole was
drilled for each of the arTay, using a gas powered 2 inch auger. The water level rose
to within 3 em of the top of the bole for the short array which was positioned so
that the top thermo couple (0 m) was level with the ice surface. The long array was
installed so that the top thermocouple (O m) was approximatel y 4.5 m above the
water line and protruded 0.5 m from the drilled hole. In order to hide the array
from polar bears the protruding portion was cut off and in the process the 1 m
dept h thermocouple stopped functioning, leaving 15 of the original 17 thermocouples
working. The clearance between the array and the hole was filled with snow and slush
~ much as possible. All the thermocouple leads were connected via multi plexers to a
data logger which was shared between the thermocouple arra.ys and the strain array.
The system was activated the day after the arrays were installed.
Once the system was activated no problems were encountered and over the fol-
lowing 51 days more then 33,000 temperature read ings were successfully recorded.
There were a total of 27 thermocouples and th e subsequent temperature profiles
(see figure 31) allowed estimat ion of the refrozenlayer thickness and growth rate. The
interface between refrozen and ua-refroaen rubble shows clearly as a sudden change
in slope of the tempere.ture versus depth profile at -2.75m. The temperature of the
unfrozen rubble is a steady . 1.7 deg celsius, indicating that the water in the keel is of
normal salinity (brine build-up does not occur). The calculated refreezing rates are
given in tables 3 and 4, and show that the rubble under the sail freezes quicker than







Figure 30: Diagram showing the installed position:! of the tbermocouplo= arr a.ysa.nd
how t.he refrozen layer thickness increased during th e field peri od.
It is expected tb at th e weigbt of tb e sail reduces the size of the uoderl ying void
spaces and thus leu cooling is requi red to freeze th e comp acted layer. In addition.
horizontal heat 80w win ten d to even out. t he heat dissipation . The volume of the void
spaces (water filled) can be determined from.heat lotS ca.leulatiollS combined with a
value for the latent heat of free2:ing of sea. 'Water ead the refrozen layer growth fate.
The following thermal constants for sea. ice a.re given by Yen (1981).
Thermal Conductivity =1.8 W1mK
La.tent Heat of Freezing = 293 kJjkg (at -2.0 "C)
Using these and the average the rmal gradient of 4.3 ·C/m (days 7~ to 121) the
heat toss was calculated to be 7.74 Watt s (see appendix E). Thi s implies th at 2.28 kg
Figure 31: From the temperature profile the interface between refrozen and unfrozen
rubble can clearly be dist inguished. Profile taken from the short array, midnight day
84.
of water per m~ freeze per day which is a thickness of only 0.25 rm. As the actual
average refrozen layer growth rate is 2.2 em/ day, 88% of the keel must already be ice.
The por ceity is thus 12%.
A ru bble packing factor of 88% is quite high because FCC (Face Centered Cubic)
sphere packing is only 74%. It is expected that compaction from the overlying ice,
the presence of slush and ice fragments between the blocks, and the initial freezing
around the cold ice blocks, all cont ribute to th e scarcity of water in the keel.
Table 3: Rates of refreezing Cor the short the rmocouple array (sea level at 0.0 m
depth) .
D(:;h Freeze-in Date Ref~:}~~y~te CommentsJulian Day
2.50 71.7 Average vertical thermal gradient
2.75 92.8 1.2 WM 4.7 deg/m
2.75 92.8 Average refreezing rat e
3.00 121.8 2.1 was 1.7 cm/d ay
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Ta.ble4: Rates of refreezing for the long thermocouple array (sea level at 4.5 m depth).
t Extrapolated from the temper atur e dep t h profile
D{~;b Freeze-in Date Ref~r:}~~y~te Comm entsJulian Day
7.0 72.0 Average vertical t hermal gradient
8.0 92.8 4.8 was 4.0 deg/m
8.0 92.8 Average refreezing rate
t8.35 121.8 1.2 was 2.7 em/ day






Figu re 32: Plot of the average therm al gradient directly above the refrozen layer
freezing front. The top curve is for the valley end the bottom curve is for the sail.
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Accumu lated Degree Days ( l IOOO)
Figure 33: The graph above shows how dramatic th e rate of refrozen le.yer growth
differs from sea ice growth at two locations.
The calculations showtha t the refrozen layer grows more than 8 times as quickly as
floating sea icewith the same thermal gradient . The thermal gradient is Dotconstant ,
however, and will decrease as the frozen layer gets thicker. A better measure of ice
growth rates is the comparison between accumulated degree days and t~e square of the
ice thickness (Parker, 1987). This has been done by using Tuktoyaktuk temper ature
data for the winter of 1986{87 and by estimating the date of rubbl e formation to be
Jan 1, 1987 (see Frederking et al, 1988). The result ing graph (see figure 33) shows how
dramatic the difference is between the growth rate of the refrozen layer in comparison
to sea ice growth.
The refrozen layer is expected to be ccntiacue within the rubble field because no
significant accumulations had formed since January and the thennocouple array data
came from near the outer edge of the rubble field (thinnest layer expected there),
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there were few visible cracks. all th e cracks except one were less than 1 m wide AJ1d
these Me expected to have refrozen qu ic.kly (days) with extra cooling provided by the
a.djacent ice.
This all means that a , ubstan tial and rapidly formed refrozen layer exist, in the
ice rubble which should be taken into account in any ice rubble med els, It is expected
that t hi, layer is even th icker next to the CRI because these rubb le piles ar e the oldest .
5 .6 Ice Prop erti es
A 10 cm diameter ice corer was used to obtain ice samples from the sea ice and ice
rubb le. A thermocoup le probe was used to measure the ice te mperat ure profile of
two of these cores.
For microstru cture examination. the hot plate technique was used to make sixteen
thi n sections from v&riouscores. These sectio ns were placed between crossed polaroid
filters and photographed. Cry, taJlographic ex&minationof the thin sections showed
that the grains were small at the surface, approximatei.. 50 pe r square em in tome
cues, and got luger with incre asing dept h. up to 3 em long and 1 em wide at a depth
of 145 em . The average plate let spacing was 0.75 nun , similar to th at illustr ated in
Weeks et al, 1969.
Twenty salinity measure~ntswere made e n two cores with an optical selinometer .
The salinometer wu calibrated with cold tap water and eKh test wu done twice to
increase th e reliabilit y of the reeults. The ,alinity tests yield~ .l maximum salinity
of 7.5 pp t , an average salinity of 3.0 ppt , and a minimum salinity of 0.0 ppt . Th ese
salinities are slightly lower t han normal for eea ice (Week. et el , 1980) but the cores
were taken from , ail rubble blocks which meant that the sam ples were very well
drained.
Nine ur.laxial compreuion tesllJ were done OD . amplCl from 4 cores. A 5 too
cap acity soil test ma.chiDewu used to compr esa the . amplet which typ ically had a
7cm x 7cm square cross section. Unfortunately the uniaxial compression data could
not be analyzed because some of the test details were not recorded, however, nothing
unusua l was observed during the tests.
All these tests were done under "field" conditions and are thus not as accurate as
more carefully cont rolled laboratory tests . The main object was to ensure that the
ice at Keubvik was not unusual in any way and as this appears to have been the case,
more accurate laboratory re~ , ; lt.8 reported in the litera ture will be used for moat of
the subsequent theoretical work.
5.7 Instrument ed Auger
An attempt was made to measure ice hardness versus depth with an instrumen ted
auger. Unfortunately the drilling t imes were not recorded with the result tha t drilling
energies could not be calculated. The torque measurements are presented in Jordaan
et al, 1988,
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6 PROPOSED LOA D TRAN SM ISSION M ODEL
6.1 G eneral
T he simplest approach used to calculate load tran smission treats the rubble field as a
ri~d body. The transmitt~ load is therefore equal to the total force minus the rubble
!JIiding resistance. Thi s theory is referred to in th is text u the simple theory, and to
its credit , the simple theory has been used for at leut 10 years. The simple theory
produces two results, depending on whether two-dimensional or three-dimensional
anaJysis is used. The two-dimensional calculation always results in load reduction at
t he str uct ure while the th ree-dimensional calculat ion can produce est imat es or load
concent rat ion at t he structure .
A review of the literature indicates tha t , in addition to the Kaubvik project,
consider able time iIl.Dd money hu been spen t on field studies of ice rubble . From
th is work a variety of informat ion hu been collected eucb &S landfast ice pressures,
rubble sail heights, grounding depths, rubb le field l ius &tid, hapes, and refrozen
layer eheracteri atlca. This i, all necessary information for any load transmi u wQ
model; however, if more phy, ically correct model! are to be used, mat erial properti es
must be incorporated and in this respect there i. diU & 1&llSe shortage of da.tL In
part icular, data on pressures within the rubble are sauty and sometimes con.lliding,
full &ea.le properti ea of rubble elasticity,~, dela.yedelu t icity, and compaction are
eit her unknown or C&n only be estimat ed within orden of magnitude . Even ' uch
basic informa tion aa rubble porosity bas Dot been accurat ely obtained. Tbe shape
and behaviou r under load of each struct ure ma.yinfluence the field meeeurement e 10
tbat some of the pre 1983 da.ta from sand/ gravel islands may allO not be appropria.te
for caisson st ructure &Dalysis.
T he short age of da.ta makes it difficult to caJibra.te any theoret ical modele, and
impossible to verify th em; however , general unden ta.nding of ma.terial behaviour,
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combined with available field data do allow development of an improved load trans-
mission model.
The field work at Kaubvik indicated that a substantial and ra.pidly formed refrozen
layer existed within the rubble and so it was decided to concentrate on examining the
role of the refroeen Ia.yer in load transmission.
Given the nature of the investigation it was desirable to use a model that was
simple and flexible enough to handle a wide variet y of mate rial properties and rubble
field geometries. A full blown finite element analy sis does not meet these criteria 80
it W M decided to represent the rubble M a system of springs and dampers .
6.2 Geomet ric Model
The first step was to specify a geometric rubble field model. For the purpose or this
work, only horizontally uniform grounded rubble on a level seabed will be examined
(see figure 34). Incorporation or seabed slope, variation of grounding pressure and
refrozen layer thickness can be done in the future by varying the appropriate force,
spring, and damper values.
6.3 Phys ical Model
It will be assumed that the sails provide weight only, 80 that the deformations of
interest are those of the refrozen and un-refrcaen rubble. Before the arrangement of
springs and dampers shall be considered, it is important to ident ify the possible rub ble
deformaticne caused by horizont&1 load ing of the refrozen layer. This is illustrated in
figure 35.
The following deformations are thus considered important for modelling:
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RUBBL E SAILS
Figure 34: T wo dimensional geometric model of an "aged" rubble field (ie bas a
refrozen layer).
Refrozen layer: Compressive st rains
Sliding at the refrozen/ un-refrozen interlace
Un-refrozen rubble: SheArstrains
Compaction (compressive) strains
Sliding at th e rubble/sell.bed interface
Deformation in ice is usually divided into four components; elastic, delayed elutic,
secondary creep and tertiary creep st rains. Ice rubble is aHumed to have a similar
behaviour , with additional derormation possible u a. result o( compaction.
Rheologic modelling of deformat ion under load an thus be done using a system
or springs and dampen connected in series and paral lel. Tertiary creep only occurs
after relat ively large accumulation of strain, of the order of 1% (Mellor, 1979) and
(or the purposes of this study shall be neglected. Although compaction is not strictly
AD. elasti c process (very little recovery), it does heve an effective stiffness which CAD.
be modelled using a spring, provided tha t the load is not subsequently removed.
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I
Figure 35: Diagrams showing how relative stiffness of the refrozen in comparison to
un-refroaen rubble is expected to affect the deforma.tion of a.grounded ice rubble field.
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Figure 36: The sprin«·dam per system commonly used to rheologically model ice
compliance. This a.rran«ement is known as a Burger's Body.
parallel sprin« and damper , in series with a spring and a damper. T his is a common
rheological model for ice and is called a Burger 's Body (see figure 36).
The Burger' s Body can be used (with various spr ing and damper coefficients)
to model the compressive deformations in refrozen rubble , and the compaction and
shear deformations in the un-refrozen rubble. Sliding at interfaces, such &! the rub-
ble/seabed and un-refrozen/refrozen rubble interl aces, is assumed to be a fridional
process and can thus be represented by coulomb dampen.
A complete spring-damper system to represent a segmen t of grounded rubble field
is shownin figure 37.
Although this is a rather complex system , there are certain simplifications that
will be made for this study. these are:
1. Auger profiles of -grounded - rubble ha ve almost universally shown that the
rubble was incompletely grounded. It is tbu. reasonable to assume that com-
paction pressures in tbe lower portion t the rubble are not t ransmitt ed over
long distanc es. This allows the removal of the entire lower rubble compaction
element.
2. Delayed elastic propert ies Corun-refrceen rubble are not know . This is an
important resrricricn on the accuracy of th is and other material property based
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STRUCTURE
UN-R EFROZEN RUBBL E
(SHEAR )
Figure 37: Diagram showing a spring-dampe r syst em to model deformat ions in
grounded ice rubble . An entire rubble field is composed of a series of these "units "
connected together.
models . However, even without any del~yed elu t icity th e initial (t ime _ 0) and
finaJ {tlme w 00) react ion forces un be calculated because they are indepen dent
of the delayed elast ic characteristics of the ice.
For th e purposes of this stud y, the lowercompaction d ement willbe removed , and
the effeets of delayed elastici ty will not beexamined . T he simpli fied system is shown
in figure 38 and the enti re rubble field is modelled as a. repea.ting seri~ of this basic
unh .
Other impor tant sim plifications include the assumption tha t the refrozen layer was
conti nous and that th e material proper ties could he apprxima ted by average veluee,
even though th e actu al ly VAry both horizontally and vert ically.
Having established t he arrangement of sprin gs and dampen, th e next step is to
calculate the spring an d damper coefficients.
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Un -A ef raun Ay~~le
Fi gure 38: Sim plified spring- dampe r system used in this stud y.
6.4 Element Coefficien ts
In order to have ident ical repeating units, a rubb le field is most wnv eniently divided
into sail width segments. Each repeat ing unit has eight elements; three springs, three
viscous dampers, a.nd two slidio! elements (coulomb dam pers). The coefficient fer
eacb element is calcul a ted from ice and rubble ma.terial propert ies, as wdJ.... the
particular rub ble field geomet ry.
Th e element coefficient calcula.tions are made with the following a.ssumptions:
• The ru bble field sail heights a.nd widths are uniform.
• The water depth iI const ant.
• The space between the refrozen layer and the seabed is ent irely filled with
rubble.
• The refrozen laye r has uniform thickn ess.
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Figun: 39: Single unit with ei&ht elements.
6 .4.1 Sliding Elements
In order to specify each coulomb dam per, i he normal force and friction coefficient must
be known. For the refrozen/un-refrozen rubble the frict ion coefficient is obtai ned from
the literature and the normal force W, is calculated.
IV _ (H. ' O.5 'En ' A '~
.- N.
where:
E.. = Rubble field extent (m)
TIlL = Refrozen layer thickness (m)
En' (P. - p;) . TRL)
N. ' S (6)
For th e un-ret'rozen rubb le/se abed contact, the coefficient of frict ion i. aho taken
from tbe literature and th e nonn al force W, is calculated AS follows:
IV _ IV ( {po - p,)l];fl(H. - TRL)' E.. )
, - .- N. -s
where:
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Figure 40: Figure sbowing bowaverage comp action of tbe upp er por tion of un-refrozen
rubble is related to refrozen layer deformation and bottom sliding (linear assumption).
6.4 .2 Sp r ing Elements
The equivalent spring sti ffness (or the refrozen layer element i, calculated as fanows:
(8)
where:
8m = Refrozen layer spring constant (N/m)
E; = Young ', Modu lus (or ice (saline) (Pl.)
The compact ion st iffness is not SOstraight forward . because the compaction forces
are seeumed to be transmitted for lonl!: distances only in the upper un -refrozen rubble,
and compaction il not . Itrictly speaking, an elast ic process. It will. however. be
trea ted as a spring because compaction force increues with displac ement, and tbis
analysis is principally concerned with behaviour during load applicat ion, not removal.
It will be shown later t ha t refrozen/ un-refrozen rubble sliding is not expe- ted to
take place and 50 we can see from figure 40 that the average compac tion deflection
of tbe load carrying layer depends only on ca.npression of t he refrozen layer and on
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whether bottom sliding takes place, The compaction distance thus falls between the
following limits;
where:
~RL = Displacement of refrozen layer (m)
~Avg = Average displacement (m)
Thi s is not a wide range and so for simplicity an average value will be used:
CAvI = 0.876RL
The compaction spring constant Sc can now be calculated 8.ll follows:




Ee = Un-refrozen rubble compaction me
0,5 is used because only the upper half is considered
Final ly, shear strain is bcriac-itel deformation at the top surface , divided by tbe
vertical height, The shear spring stiffness 5s is:
5 E~, ·G~
S N• . (H. TIlL)
where:
G~ = Un-refrozen rubble shear modulus (N/m~)
6,4.3 Dam per Elem ents
(10)
The viscous damper for the refrozen Ia.yer (DRd is non-linear as it is based on power
law Bow (secondary creep) with 0 ",,3 (Sinha 1983&), It is calculated as follows:




C RL = Refrozen layer creep modulus (m3js N)
For uri-refrozen rubble compact ion creep there is very little information, however,
sett lement data from Kaubvik (Frederking et al, 1988) indicates a linear relation
bet ween settlement rate and local grounding pressure (see figure 41). Therefore the
un-refroeen rubble compaction creep da-nper (Dc) will be assumed to provide linear
damp ing. The damper coefficient is calculated lIS follows:
where:
o; =0.87. (.5. (H",- TRL ) · N,)
CC·Erl (12)
Co = Un-refrozen rubble creep modulus (m 2j s N)
It is assumed that uo-refrozen rubble is a cohesive but porous material tha t be-
haves in many ways like solid ice. Creep in shear is therefore modelled as a power
law flow process with n = 3, the same as for solid ice (see Sinha, 1983a). The shear
creep damper coefficient is calculated as follows:
(13)
where:
Cs = Ua-refrozen rubble shear creep modulus (m 3js N3)
Having established theoretical relationships between rubble properties and asso-
ciated spring and damper element coefficients, the various ice, rubble, and friction
properti es have to he determined. Most of these have to be determi ned from data
rep orted in the literature, rat her then from measurements at Kaubvik, and in some
cases only small scale test data is available.
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7 IC E AND }.UBBLE PROPERTIES
In order to use the theoretical model for quantitative predict ioDs. various properties
of water, sea ice, and rubble are requ ired. Some of the properties cen be obtainl!d
from published literature and where ever possible tbi. will be supplemented with
interpretat ion. {rom the Ka.uhvik field data . As tLe output from thi. model i. to
st rongly depende nt 0 0 the assumed ice properties , a considerable effort bas been made
to determine reasonable values for these. Unfortu nately no full scale measurements
of natural rubble mecheaical properti es are reported in the literature. In order to
overcome thi s, ranges of values willbe estimat ed. A submerged block of ice rubble,
with an init ial temp erature below freezing , will bond to _,ther blocks at the contact
points (Pilk ington et al, 1982). In the extreme, inter-block bonding ma.y produce a
mat erial with propert iel limilar to sea ice. Calcu latioQI besed on the propert ies of sea
ice a t meltin g l hould thul give a reasonable upper bound value for un-refrozen rubble
properties. The presence of pores will, however, reduce the Itrength and It iffness of
the ice and 10 the approach preeeeted by Pccade r (1965), will be used to adjust the
properties by multiplying by 0.85 (I - porosity/loo).
T he lower bound vNUeswill be calculated. from model test s or fragmented. ice
repo rted in the lite rature. Some of the propert ies have ranges covering orders of
magnitude and in orde r ~ give a feel for thia, tab lt!S liata ma.teriaJatiffnessea coverin~
more than five orden of magnitude (Juvinall , 1983j Avallone et el, 1987).
In cases where only a l ingle value can be eetime ted a lange of half an order of
magnitude above and below the single value will be used as the range.
In order to make reeaonable conclusions, the sensiti vity of the mode l will be ex-
amined over the full range of all the assumed values.
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Sea water density, (or our purposes, does not vary significantly (i 1%) and is the moat
accurately known parameter. A typical value for arct ic sea water (30 ppt , . 10 C) is
(Pi ckard et al, 1982)
P w = 1024 kg/m 3
7.2 Sea-Ice D ensit y
The theoretical density of freshwater ice is 917 kg/m 3 (Michel, 1978). When saline
water freezes,almoat all the salt is rejected.and the resulta.nt ice contains air bubbles,
brine pockets, and brine drainage channels. Measurements o( sea ice density produce
variable results , depending mainly on the brine drainage and bubble content of the
sam ple. Values reported in the litera ture vary between 400 - 1190 kg/m 3 (Pounder
et al , 1959; Sun Oil, 1974; Irwin, 1975i Sinha , 1983b, 1984; Gow et al, 1987) with the
average between 850 • 900 kg/m 3 • The higher densities appear to occur when brine
drainage is minimized, thus a value of
Pi =900 kg/m 3
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will be used. This may cause slight overestimation of the sail weight but some of
the drained brine may remain in the sail.
7.3 Rubble Porosity
The theoretical porosity for uniform spheres arranged in a face centered cubic (FCC)
arrangement is 26%. The scant data in th e literature gives variable values for rubble
porosity. Rigby et at (1976) estimated ridge porosity from voids encountered during
drilling. This is a rough estimate as small voids and porous ice are not detected,
with a resulting porosity estimate of 5 - 10% . Using the same approach the Kaubvik
data gives a porosity of 2.5%in the un-refroeen rubble. On the other hand, Keinonen
(1977) cut trenches through two ridge sai ls and mapped the cross sections. Using
only the main rubble blocks, porosities of 36% and 43% were estimate d.
Model (small scale) tests on ice rubble have been carried out and in the se cases
the porosity measurements are much easier to make. Values between 32% - 51%are
reported for uncompacted model rubble (Keinonen, 1978; Wong et ai, 1\:188; Gale
et ai, 1986, 1988; Prodanovic, 1979; Sayed , 1987) and this can be reduced to 21%
by compaction, with furt her reduction occurring during shearing (Gale et al, 1987).
Porosity values assumed in the literature wuy from 20 - 40% (Kovacs et ai, 1980:
Allyn et al, 1979; Sayed et el, 1984; Allen, 1970; Parmerter et al, 1972, 1973).
Analysis of the Kauhvik thermocouple data gives an average keel porosity below
the refrozen layer of 12%. It is felt that this provides the most accurate full scele
measure of keel rubble water content (porosity). Adjusting this slightly upwards to
account for higher porosity in the deeper rubble, an average value of
p = 15 %
will be used. Ice forma tion in the keel during warming of the submerged rubble
6.
will init ially have decreased the keel porosity but snow accumu lation in the sail will
have a similar effect . For this reason the same porosity value will be used for the keel
and sai l.
7. 4 Friction C oeffi cients
lee is usuall y considered to be one of the lowest frictional materials on ear th (Tusima,
1977). Small scale labo ratory measuremen ts on cold freshwat er ice support this idea,
often producing friction coefficients well below 0.1 (Oksanen, 1983). This philosophy
has prompted some t heorists to neglect friction in raft ing ea d ridge building force
calculations (Parmerter, 1975; Pa.rmerter et al, 1972, 1973). However, exper ience
on a larger scale seems to indicat e t hat ice may have substantial friction . Friction
coefficients are required in order to predi ct sliding failure at the refrozen/un-refrozen
rubble interface , and at the seabed . For sim plicity the friction coefficients in the
theoret ical model are not separa ted into stat ic and dynamic compon ents . The values
for the assumed friction coefficients will thus be a comp romise betwee n the static
(m aximum) and kinetic (minimum) values.
7.4 .1 Refrozen/Un~Refrozen Rubbl e Sli di ng
The refrozen layer grows down from sea level, incorporating the upper rubble blocks.
Sliding failu re below the freezing front is thus governed by the internal shea r strength
of the un-refrozen rubb le. This is a function of the contac t friction , "grain" inter-
locking , an d intergranu lar cohesion. In the theoretical model thi s sliding resist ance
is treated as a "friction coefficient". No full scale measurements are repo rted in the
literature so they will have to be estimated from four sources. These are; 1) ice/ ice
friction data 2) ridge geometry 3) model (smal l scale) ice rubble shear test s and 4)
solid ice shear strength . The first three sources provide lower bound eeeimetee , while
the las t source provides & value for cohesive rubb le.
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pulled over ice floe. Irwin
Static /ki netic not 3.66 1.69 2.67 1975
specified
Saline model ice.
Top - Top 0.23 Prodano vic
Bottom· Bottom 0.46 1979
Kinet ic values appro x.
30% smal ler
Freshwater ice blocks
approx 1/ 2 m' 2.0 0.6 Marshall
Static friction 1989
1. Ice/Ice Friction
Laborator y meeeuremente by Thsima (1977) indicate that friction increase s as
ice soft ens near melti ng and field experi ments with deterio rating sea ice have
yielded frict ion coefficients in excess of 3.0 (Irwin, 1975). In order to further
investigate natu ral ice/ic e friction, a series of measurements were carried out
on lake ice (M&.r9hall, 1989). These yielded static friction coefficients up to 2.0
and kinet ic coefficients up to 1.2. From this we see that natural ice tend s to
have more friction than smooth , hard lab ice (11;; i 0.1) end the range of friction
coefficients coveee orde rs of magnitude. For mod elling purposes only friction
data appropriate to condition s at Kau bvik willbe used (see table 6) .




Table 7: F irst yea r ridge sail and keel slope an gles from direct measurements.
Sail Keel Source
Max Min Av Max Min Avg
Tuckeret al
.51.: 8.8 26.1 1981
Wrightetal
60 10 2~ 34 1978
Weeke et a1
24 33 1971
Depending on the mechanics of ridge Iormetlon th e maximum ridge slope angles
ma y teach the angle of repose of Cresh rubb le which is the minimum angle of
internal friction (Bowles , 1984). Table 7 summ&rizes data from the lite ratu re.
Lower aai l and keel angles have been reported from analysis of st raight line sonar
and laser ice profiles (Lowery et al, 1979; Weeks et al, 1971), but such profiles
traverse the rid ges at ran dom angles and overlapping of keels may create featu res
that are wide an d shallow. For these reasons such data is not included here. As
table 7 shows, the average keel slope angle is 33.15° (tan33 ..5° = O.66)wbich is
steeper than average aail slopes , and aail slopes can reach 60" (t an600 =1.73).
3. Mode l (Small Scale) Shear Tests
Small eeele, fragmented ice. shea r box tests have been cercied out by variou s
peop le, with the results summar ized in table 8.
4. Solid Ice Shear Stren gth
The following equation for failure (maximum) stress in shear has been fitt ed to
dat a from direct shear tests with varied normal forces (Roggensack, 1975);
TJ = 74.6 +0.470'"
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Table 8: Internal angle of friction from shear box tests on fragmented ice.
Exper iment Friction Angle Source
Max Min
Saline model ice, Keinonen et al
scale 1:50 47 1978
Freshwater ice, samples Galeet al
with random and uniform 45 36 1986
rains (respectivly).
Saline model ice, scale Prodanovic
1:50. Larger and smaller 53 47 1979
eicee reepectively,
Constant shear area. 34 11 Weiss et al
1981
where:
TJ = Failure stress (kPa )
17", = Normal stress (kPa )
These tests were carr ied out on columnar freshwater ice at -2.5 "C, with normal
pressures between 33 and 136 kPa. and give a. shear stress equivalent to stat ic
friction .
.' conclusion, t he first three "lower bound" sources indica te an internal friction
(. r Jnt PM between 0.20 (Weiss et el, 1981) and 3.0 (Irwin, 1975) and for our
purposes a middle value of 1.2 will be used (tan50 = 1.2) as a.lower limit .
For an upper bound estima te'"Roggensack's equa tion willbe modified by account-
ing for the rubble porosity. This gives;
TJ = (0.85 · 74.6) + .4717n
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M", Min Av ax in Avg
Sea-ice blocks towed Shapi ro et al
over beach gravel 0.58 0.32 0.39 0.79 0.42 0.50 1987
Sea-ice blocks pulled Irwin
over beach gravel 1.0 0.47 0.73 1975
(assumed st atic)
Model ice, scale Abdelnour et al
1:20 - 1:40, pulled 0.75 1982
over sand
Saline ice pulled Uttetal
over soils 1.47 0.85 1.06 1980
IJAA = 63400 +0.47
u.
'" This actu ally becom es th e minimum value when tbe contact pressure exceeds 120
kPa.
Hefrozen jun-refrozen rubble sliding is tbu s modelled as a frictional process with
the friction coefficient expect ed to fall within the following ran ge;
1.2:5 IJAA :s; 63400 +0.47
u.
7.4.2 I ce /Seabe d Fr ict ion
Table 9 eummariaea the available data for ice/soil fr ict ion coefficients.
The estimated lower bound for the internal angle of friction of th e sand berm at
Kaubvik is 34° (Shinde , 1988) which implies a frict ion coefficient of 0.67. For ice/soil
contac t the average measured static friction coefficient is 0,66, with the associated
kinetic frict ion coefficient expected to be less. For the purposes of calculation, the
average coefficient of friction is expect ed to fall within the following range:
0.50::::;Pi. 51.0
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1.5 Elastic Shear Sti ffness
In the ice literature, ,hear ,lilinest G it almost never measured directly, however, (or





E = Modulus of Eluticity (N/ m' )
II = Poisson's RAtio (N/ m' )
The theoreticallirni ts of poisson 's ratio are 0.0 • 0.5. As no values a re reported in
the literatur e for ice rubble, the following value will be eeeumed to be approximate.
11 = 0.25
Appropriate maximum an d minimum nlues {or the Elastic Modulus are t hUll
required .
Muimum Stiffness:
From Weela et al (1984) we see t hat the elastic modulw is inversely proportional
to ice temperature an d porosity. From the liter ature (Ween et al, 1984; Saeki et al,
1981; Frederking et &1, 1~81 ) we find t hat reported values for E {all into the following
ran ge:
0.4 · 10' 5 E 5 60.0 · 10'
The four valu es above 10 OPa are t hought to be erroneous (Frederki ng et al, 1981)
and t he low values were obtained.with slow loading rat es and are therefore influenced
by creep effccte . Eliminating t he inappropri ate values we find that the -t rue" elastic:
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modulus for sea. ice a t melt ing with a loading rate of 1 M."i./!eCis approximately
4 ·1 0' {Pal .
The stiffneu of porou.s ice will be somewhat leu and, to adjust the value. it will
be multiplied by 0.85 (1 • porosity/ l oo), yidding a final value;
£ =3.4 ·10°
Minimum Stiffness:
Minimum stiffness is expected to occur before consolidation and the formation or
interb lock bonds. T his CAD be estimated from smatl scale tests on fragmented ice.
Triaxial test s on such material were carried out by Gale et al (1988) and biaxially
confined tests were carried out by Sayed (1987). Gale et al, obtained a pre "breekcver"
stiffness of 0.1 GPa, where bl -akover WIlIJ t he point at which internal shearin,!;(yield)
began . M. Sayed conducted tests at constan t strain rat es. with outpu t of displacement
versus norm al pressure . The normal pressure fluctuated , as failure planes formed and
-healed". Afte r a slip plane beeled, the nonnaI pressure rose rapidly because the
rubble was effectively precompacted . The slope of the stre:ts strdn curve at that
point t;ives a "precompacted" ice rubble stiffness. Measurements from the graphs
indicate that thi s stiffnese waa approximately ;
1:1 = 0.009· 10'
T hia yields the minimum value for Young's Modulua.
It is hypothesised that the important differencea between the two experiments
were precompaction and the test speed. Th e testa by M. Sayed were relat ively fAit
and did not 8ta.rt with significant precompaction , wbile the teats by Gale et al were
slower with initial isotro pic compression (pre-compactio n). Using the result. from M.
Sayed as the minimum, the elastic modulus falll within a range covering a1mOllttwo
and a half orders of magnitude.
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The following range (or the Shear Modulus of ice rubble is thus considered appro-
pria te;
1.4 - 10' S" c, S 0.0036- 10'
7 .6 El as ti c C om p act ion St iffn ess
Compactio n is a mat erial densificeticn process achieved by th e reduction of porosity
of a granul ar materi a.!. Pressure and/o r vibration pack the grains, reduci ng the overall
volume and porosity . Although this is not an elastic (recoverable) process, there is
an associated stiffness which can be calculated from the following:
Eo = Unit v:~::~r:hange
As this is a non-recoverable precess, any previous compactio n will stiffen the
material. Previously un-eempacted fragmented saline ice, compressed in a box was
found to have a compaction stiffness Eo of (Keinonen et aI, 1978);
Volumetric strai n and deviatoric stres! measurements from triaxi al tests on frag.
mented ice (Galeet e l,1987) indicate that prior to failure , preccmp ressed rubble has
a compact ion stiffness 0 (:
Eo = 160,000 . 10'
Thi s gives a range for compaction stiffness of;
57 . lOs S Eo:5 160,000 . 10'
7.7 Shear Cr eep
There is no creep dat a for lee rubble in shear report ed in the lite rlltur e and thu s,
shear creep can only be inferred from data on solid ice. The following generalized
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"1.uat ion for power law creep (Karr et al, 1989) allows calcula tion of creep in shear.
from uniaxial dat a.
where:
Si j =stress vector
l;,j = Strain.rate vecto r
n = Power law Bow exponent
For viscous creep in pure shear this yields:
where:
i' = Shear strain rate ( Is)
r = Shear stress (N/ m2)
K = Constant
(l<)
where K is dete rmined. from Sinha's equation for t hf' uniaxial case (see teetion
7.9). For ice at melting this yields:
i = 48.8 .10~25 .,.3
This is further reduced by porosity 'flhicb increa.ses the ,tress in the ice . A, the
creep rate is a {unct ion cf the , tress cubed , poro,ity haa ... large effed OD t he creep
rate.
i = 48 8 . 10- 25 .(_ _,_)3= 8 . 10-24..,3
. (1 - 0.15)
As th is is the only esti mate obtainable, the range will be eesumed to cover one
order of magnitude , wit h;
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Solid ice is not subject to compaction creep and in the literature there are no reported
small sCAle tests on compaction creep of fragmented ice. However , if extrusion of un-
refrozen rubb le at the edgesof the rubble fieldis assumed to be negligible, rubble field
settl ement data from Kaubvik can be used to calculate compaction strai n rate versus
pressure. At 15 points on the rubble field, initial height , position, and settle ment
over a 95 day period were recorded (Frederking et el, 1988). By plott ing each point
on a. bathymetric chart the water depth at each locat ion was also determined. It
was t hen assumed th at all the settlement occurred in the below water un-refrozen
rubble. The thickness of this layer was calculated by sub tracting an average refrozen
Ia.yer thickness of 1.5 m from the water depth. The weight of the overlying ice,
combined with the buoyancy of the submerged ice was then used 10 ca.lculate the
average pressure in th e un-refeosen rub ble layer. The result ing data are plott ed in
figure 41. Only 12poin ts are used because buoyancy calculations indicated that there
was no contact with th e seabed at three locations.
A straight line st arting at the origin which passes through th e data has the fol-
lowing equation:




Figure 41: Graph of average consolidation pressure with in the un -refroaen rubble
versus sett lement str ain rate .
Medium scale model baste tests by K.R. Cloasdale and Associates (1986) indicate
an average eompecficn (settlement) creep rate o{ 3.10-1 Jsec for a pressure of 30 i P&,
over a period of 9 days. Again w ing a linear assumption , th is gives a compa.etion
creep coefficient of l-l O-u Jsee. 'Ibese tests were done duriDg a period of rapid
deterior ation of the rubble (thawing) and are thus expected to give a lower bound
(lea5t stiff) value. Th e compa.ction creep coefficient is thu s expected to {all within
the range;
1 . 10- 13 :$ Cc S 1 . 10- u
7.9 R efrozen Layer Mecha nic al Prop erties
Extensive theoreti cal and experimental work by N.K. Sinha (19781., 1978b, 1981,
1983&,1983b, 1984) has yielded the following equat ion which predicts the deformation
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of columnar freshwater ice under load;
where
t~ = Elastic strain = i'
~ - Delayed ela.stic strain - ~(I - ezp(-(aT ' t )t »
f .. = Viscous strain = i . l • t • (;rf
E = 9.5 GPa
C = 9
d = Grain diameter (mm)
dl = I mm
11 =Applied st ress (N / m')
111 =Reference stress (I MPa)
aT = 0.00025lsec (at T >= 263 K)
t = Time (sec)
b = 0.34
i."l(Ot Tt ) = .,'~~TzI
S•.• ~up(Ht-;l;))
Q =Adiva.tion energy =67,000 J/mo le
R = Universal gas constant =8.316 J/m ole K
TI and T, are temper atu res in K
t"l "'" 1.76 .10- 7 l&ec (263 K and 1 MPa)
n =d
Sinha's equat ion has also been applied to columnar sea ice with good results (Fred-
erking et al, 1981; Sinha , 1984) provided tha t the grain diamete r term d repreeeete
the plate let spacing, rather than the entire grain width . This equAtion will thu. be
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used to calculate the refrozen layer deformation.
T his equatio n includes both elutic and creep terns And thus full}' describes defor·
mation versus t ime (or primary and secondary creep. Tert iary creep only starts afte r
significant deformation hu taken place, so (or the purpose of th is model, tertiArY
ereep will not be included.
Th e two variables required Arethe plate let spacing and the ice temperatu re. T he
Kaubvik data indicates an average platelet spacing of 0.75 mm and an average refrozen
layer tempera ture of · 7.5· C. For this specific cue, Sinha'. equat ion redu ces to;
f"= 1.26· 10- 8 • a . (1 - ezp(-.OOO334 . t).34)
NOTE: At time - infinity delayed Elutic St rain - 1.26 · 10- ' • rr
Th e average material moduli are thus
E= ~ = 9.5 · 10'
7.10 Summary Of Ranges And Aver ag es
Having established the ranges in which each property i. expected to (all, it is useful
to calculate average values. A st i'fness range of 10 S E :s1000 covers a span o( two
orders ormagn itude and hu " mean average o( 505. This i••ti1lof tbe order ol l000,
Table 10: Summa ry of the property values and ranges used in the theoret ical model.
PROP ERTY MAX AVG MIN
~ 1024 kgjm900 kgj m15 %rubb le ~ 1.2friction (PRR)
Rubble seabed friction jJi. 1.0 0.71 0.5
Refrozen layer elastic 3.0 GPa 9.5GPa 30.0 GPa
modulus (E ,)
Un-refrozen rubbl e elastic 1.4 GPa 0,07 GPa 0.0036 GPa
shea r modulu s (Gr 1
Un-refrceen rubble "elast ic" 160,000 kPa 3000 kPa. 57 kPa.
compaction modulus (Ee)
Refrozen layer creep 7.4 ·10- 2.35 ·10- 7.4 · 10-
modulus (CRL )
~:;::~:l:~~:)shear 2.5·10- 8 ·10 2.5 ·10-
Un-re frozen rubble compact ion 1 · 10- 1 · 10- 1· 10-
creep modulu~ (Ce)
and so a straight mean is not appropriate. Therefor e a log mean it used to cateulate
the average value .
This yields an average of 100, one orde r of magnitude above and below the extreme
values. Table 10 summ arizes the values th at are used.
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8 M OD EL R ES ULT S AND DISCUSSION
Despite the conceptual simplicity of the model, actual calculation of load transmission
through a series of repeating units is a very cumb ersome process. In order to produce
numerical result s it was thus necessary to use a computer. First a fortran program
Willi written (see appendix F) to calculate the spring and damper coefficients,given
a rubble field geometry. The output from th is program was used as input to a
commercial finite element package called ABAQUS. ABAQUS was used tlJ simplify
the programming, and the spring/damper model eliminated the need for a full finite
element mesh (see appendix F) . The resulting program wu short, easily modified ,
and used to calculate the load distributions for more than 70 different rubble field
cases. Although the springfdoUllper model CM be used for 3D calculations, as will be
demonstrated, it is basically two-dimensional and the present work is primarily a 2D
analysis.
Before any actua l calculations are carried out it is useful to make some observations
ind predictions concerning the expected results , It is apparent th at;
1. Regard less of the assump tions, the 2D analysis will always indicate tha t grounded
rubble reduces loads transmitt ed to the str uctu re.
2. Loadtrenemiasion to the seabe d is enhanced by increasing t he total rubble/ seabed
sliding resistance, the rubble field extent and the uo-ref rozen rubble shear st iff·
ness. It is also enhanced by decreasing th e refrozen laye r atiffness and the
compaction stiffness.
3. For the 3D case, assumi ng no global sliding, the load on the structure depends
init ially on the ela.stic deflection, and finally on the creep velocity of the rubbl e
in the region of the structure . Both these vary with position within the rubb le
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field, increasing as one moves towards the loaded edge.
4. In the 3D case, the structu re is surrounded by refrozen and un-relrceen rubble
many t imes thicker than the surrounding ~ea ice. The rubble is thus physically
capable of applying much greater loads to the st ructure than the thinner sea
ice.
5. Relative movement (sliding) at the rubble/seabed interface will begin before
global sliding, and willstart at the loaded edge.
6. Because delayedelasticity effectsare not included, only the initial and fina.l load
distributions have any real significance. The initial distribution is independent
of the damper viscosities and the final distribut ion is independent of the spring
stiffnesses.
It was decided to use the field data from Kaubvik to specify a realistic rub-
ble/stru cture scenario. The spring/ damper model would then be used to investigate
the sensitivity of the load distribution to changes in the base CASe parameters. To
this end the rubble field and loading measured on Julian Day 118 (April 29th) WAs
chosen. At tha t time the conditions shown in table 11 applied.
The step load is calculated from the change in average sea ice pressure towards
the CRI. On day 118 the pressure increased from zero to 250 kPa in a relatively short
period of time. Using the assumption that the load is mainly carried hy the upper
2/3 of the ice sheet, it is calculated that a. L6 m thick ice sheet applying a pressure
of 250 kPa produces a force of 267 kN/m along the waterline. Because delayed
elasticity was not considered, the theoret ical modelling concentra.ted on examining
the load.distributions at the moment of a.pplicationof the load (time=O), and a.t the
end condit ion (timo::1Coo). The initial elastic distr ibution was calculated statica.lly
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Table 11: Input values for the baseline rubbl e field.
Avg. sail height 4 m
Av! . Water depth 10.~ m
t Rubble extent 75 m
t Number of sails 5
Total rubble field width 400 m
Refrozen layer thickness 3 m
Su Ice thickness 1.6 m
Step loading ~7 kN/m
t Between the tidal crack and st ructure , to the south .
which meena that the dampe rs were not considered by ABAQUS. The final creep
conditions were calculated dynamically but with stiffer springs to reduce the t ime
required to reach steady state. As with the finite element analyses done by Evgin
et at (1984) and Canlldian Marine Engineering Ltd . (1988), some difficulties were
encountered with the slider elements . It appears tha t, during the dynam ic. runs,
many coulomb dampers underwent sliding, causing the internal ABAQUS matrices
to become unstable, le&ding to small time steps and IIOmetimes prema ture term ination
the program . However, t he program used in this work w &! simpler th an a complete
finite element program and so this problem was overcome by removing the coulomb
dampers which immediate ly (t ime = 0) star ted sliding, and replacing them with
horizontal loads equal to the .liding reeletec ee. This did not alter t he load distribution
but reduced the complexity of the calculatioO!l,allowing the tim e varying loads to be
calculated. All the desired data waa thus generated and the use of the spring/ damper
mode l simplified the process.
For comparison, the ABAQUS results in the following discussion will becontrasted
with predict ions based on simple tbeo ry (rigid body) calculations. Figure 42 shows






DisllInce In From Edge of Rubble Field (m)
Figure 42: Simple theory predict ion ofreaction force venus horizonta l position in the
rubb le field for the baselin e case. Reaction force is the applied force minus the load
transmitted to the sea.bed.
8 .1 2D Hand Calcula ti ons
Although it. computer is required to calculate the load dist ribution throu gh several
repeating spri ng/damper units , hand calculations with only one unit can provide use-
ful inform at ion. In particular, such calculations give th e maximum force that can be
transmitted without global stiding, the mi nimum force required to cause refrozen/ un'
refrozen rubble sliding, and an approximation of th e initial rate of maDge of loading
due to cree p effects.
8 .1.1 M ax. Transm itted For ce Withou t Complet e Slid ing
At time = 0 (elastic condition s) the maximum reaction force seen by t ne st ructure
withou t complete rubb le sliding is calculated as follows;
( SRL+Sc)F. = W" P.i. - 5-,- (15)
At higher loads than this. t he spring-damper results match thcoe from the simple
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t heory predictions because all the ru bble is sliding. For average baseline cond itions,
t he maximum reaction force without global sliding is 513 kN/m .
At time = 00 (final steady state creep) the maximum reaction force at the st ructu re
before global sSdin g occurs is calculated as follows;
(16)
So for average conditions the maximum reaction force before global rubble sliding
sta rts is 20 kNJrn. This de arly shows that, under average condit ions, th e simple
theo ry predict ions are closest to the spri ng/ dam per model predictions during steady
st ate creep ,
8 .1.2 Refrozen/Un-Refrozen Rubble Sliding
T he externally applied lo~ , F.. at which refrozen/u n-refrozen rubble sliding hegins to
t ake place, for t he elastic case, is calculated from the following equation;
F. = ((p", IV.) - (pi,~:')) . (Se+Snd + (pi, . IV,) (17)
For average condit ions, sliding begins to occur when the ap plied force reaches 1.2
GN/m , and for the spring sti ffness comb inatio n enab ling easiest sliding, 2.8 MN/ m is
st ill required. At final steady st ate conditions, th e following equation is appro priat e;
F. = (DR. ' [(IV, .~~ - (IV" P,,)I)'.33 +(IV,. pn) (18)
In thi s CMe,under average conditio ns, F..must exceed 2.9 MN/rn an d with damper
st iffnesses chosen for easiest sliding, it must exceed 756 kN/ m. Alth ough th is cal-
culation is only for one unit rigidly sup ported by a st ructure, the addition of more
units will only decrease the poten tial for refrozen/un ·refrozen ru bble sliding. There-
fore refrozen/ un-refrozen rubble sliding is th ,,'.8not expected to occur an d th e spring
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damper model c t.'! be simplified by removing the upper coulomb damper s. This was
done for all the ABAQUScalculations.
8 .1.3 Rate or Cha nge Of React ion Force
Following the init i.•t elastic deformation, the reaction forces will gradua lly change as
the dampen flow. Calculations based on one unit willgive an order of magnitude
appr oximation of the rate at which th is occurs. T he following equation has been
simplified by leaving out the effect of the compact ion elements , as later calculations
will show that they carry very liu le load.
. (1 (S-. F.)' F') (1)F. = D; SIlL - D:u, · $s · $RL· Ss+ Sm, (19)
Under average conditions , with an initi al reaction force at the structure of 100
kN/m th e rate of load redistribu tion predicted by this equation is 0.002 N/ sec, and
for the most rapid rate tbis increases to 0.8 N/sec . In either case th e rate of load
redistr ibu ticn is very slow.
8.2 2D ABAQUS R esults
8.2 .1 El ast ic R esult s
Figur e 43 shows the results of spring/damper model calculations for baseline c.ase
geometry but with material stiffnesses (not coulomb dampen) chosen to allow maxl-
mum , minimum, and average load transm ission to the structure.
Maximum load transmission is achieved by assuming the maximum refrozen layer
and compaction st iffnesses,and the minimum un-refrozen rubble shear stiffness. Min-
imum load transfer is accomplished by the reverse, and average values are used for
the average conditions. It is apparent from the results that great deviation from the
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Figu re 43: Average and ext reme load d ist ributions obtained by varyi ng t he spring
st iffncsses in the spring/ damper model.
theoretical err or . Thu s no reliable mag nitudes or transmitte<l load can be predicted
from these calculation s. The same is presumably true for all other model s, unless
oth er autho n have more acc ura te values for the ma terial p ropert ies . Having es tab-
lished that t he percent of 1O&d transmitted is sensit ive to the initial assump tions it
is important to exami ne the influence that each input parame ter hu on the outp ut .
T he pa.rameten can be divided into three categories; ma terial properties , geometry,
and loading. Beginning with the material propert ies, figure « givee an indicat ion of
the model sensiti vity to compaction stiffness.
The results show tbat , even though the assumed ru ge of values for compaction
st iffness covers more then three orders of magnitude, it bu a negligible effect on
the resulting load di stribut ion. This is because, relati ve to the refrozen layer, t he
compact.ion stiffne!s is very small and therefore the compac tion spring element does
not carry a significant portion of the load. Unless future meesuremente indicate
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Figure 44: Spring /d ampe r results for baseline case with variation of compac tion stiff-
ness to give max imum, minimum, and average load trans mission.
significantly affecting futu re model results .
Variat ion of refrozen layer stiffness gives the results shown in figure 45. From
this it is apareot that the assumed range of values for the refrozen layer st iffness
has a significant effect on the output. However. the elasti c stiffness of ice is the best
measured mechan ical property and the order of magnitu de range used could probab ly
he safely na rrowed at the present level of knowledge. In t his case reduction a.t the top
ecd (stiffest) of t he range would most likely take place. Thus top priority for further
experimental work on the elast ic modulus or solid ice is not warrant ed.
Variati on of un-refroeen rubble shear st iffness gives th e results shown in figure 46,
and this clearly shows that the out put is very strongly influenced by the uncertai nty
in un-refrozen rubble shear st inness. The assumed range of values covers more than
two and a half orders of ma.gnitude and is one or t he leas t well me asured properl tes.
The result s of all futu re theoretical work on loa.d tran smission thro~gh grounded
rubble depend very strongly on the reliability of the assumed shear stiffness values
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Figure 45: Spring/damper model .esult s with variat ion of the refrozen layer st iffness
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Fi~ure 46: Spring/ damp er model output for baseline case and variat ion of un-refrcaea
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Figure 47: Simple theory versus spring/damper model predictions for the baseline
case , using max imum and minimum ice/soil friction.
and experimental measurements of this should have a high priority
The final property required for the elastic analysis is ice/seabed friction. Figure
47 shows the sensitivity of the output to th is parameter. In this case the variation
of assumed friction coeffiek~t changes the simple theory predictions, as well as the
spring/d amper model output. Along the coincident portions of the curves, both
theori es predict sliding . The region in which the proposed mode! deviates from the
simple theory prediction is the area where no sliding is predicted by the proposed
model . It is apparent from figure 47 that the higher the friction coefficient, the greater
the deviat ion of the simple t heory from t he proposed model; however, t he variation of
friction coefficients has only a moderate effect on the spring! damper r v-del outpu t .
In filet the simple theory is more sensitive to friction than the proposed model.
Small scale friction measurements are relatively easy to make an d some more
data would be useful; however, as with the refrozen layer elastic stiffness, the range
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Figure 48: Simple theory predic tion s of react ion force versus sail height.
of knowledge. The most questionable values are felt to be at the top end of the
range. One of the short camming, of th e spring/ damper model presented here, is
t he use of single frict ion coefficients. As a first approxima tion t he sta tic and kinetic
friction coefficients were combined but in future mode ls consideration should be given
to incorporating separat e statk and kinetic friction coefficients.
Now to examine the effect, of rubble field geomet ry, beginning with water depth
and sail height.
For the proposed model, variation of sail height would have exactly the same
effect as variation of frict ion coefficient which has just been discussed. For th is reason
figure 48 shows the effect on the simple theory only. It is clear that the model is qui te
sensit ive to sail height, as a t m reduct ion in average sail heigh t would reduc e sliding
resistance to zero.
Variation of water depth will similarly affect sliding resist ance, but it will also
change the compaction and sheer stiffn~ses. Because of t his, the spring/damper
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Figure 49: Simple th eory predict ions of reaction force versus water dept h.
Relative to the assumed property laDgei however, this is small. As figure 49 shows,
an increase in water depth of 3.5 m is requ ired to reduce sliding resistance to zero.
Therefore, relative to measu rement accuracy, the model is more sensitive to sail height
than water depth .
Fig 50 shows variation of t ransmitt ed force versus refrozen layer thickness. The
difference in initial slope is due to changes in grounding pressure which ch!Lnges be.
cause refrozen layer buoyancy varies. As expected , the stiffer (thicker) refrozen Ia.yer
transmits more force; however, the results are only moderately sensitive to this pa-
rameter .
Fig 51 shows bow load on the struc ture varies with the extent of prote ctive rubble.
This graph is not quite the same as the previous graphs as it required 12 ABAQUS
runs to generate one curve . The points on the curve give the reaction force at the
structure only, pressures within the rubble field cannot be read from the graph.
As expected , the graph indicates that the wider the rubble accumulation , the
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Figure 51: Reaction force at the struct ure (only) versus rubble field extent for simple
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Figure 52: Applied load VI react ion force at the struc ture (only) , for t he baseline
case. Simple theory and spr:ng/ da.mper model predictions.
simple t heory and the spring/dam per model occurs at the po int when the simple the-
ory first indicates complete pro tect ion. The simple theory prediction at th is loa.din«
win not coincide with the , pring/ damper model predictio n , except at the no rubble
condition, and so regardless of the rubble field widt h, the structure s bould alwa.ys see
some load.
Figure 52 shows the varia tion of reac tion force at the stru cture as applied loa.d
is varied. The results indicat e tha t for a given rubble field , the aimple theory and
spring/ damper model pred ictions will coincide, provide tha.t a sufficient loading is
a.pplied. This happen s when all the units begin to slide. It is abo apparent tha t , as in
figure 51, the greatest erro r occurs when the a.pplied toLdjust equals the total rubb le
field sliding resistance.
It has thus been establi shed th a.t the deviat ion of the spring/dam per model pre-
dict ions from the simple theory is strongly dependant on the input values, withi n the







Figure 53: Reaction force versus time for average spring and slider stiffnesses with
dampers chosen to give average and fastest rates of load redistribution.
examined, showing that the most critical input parameter is the un-refrcaen rubble
shear stiffness. It is now necessary to examine the final, long term viscous response.
8. 2.2 V iscous Resul t s
Under load, solid polycrystalline ice initially deforms elastically, followed by a com-
bination of decaying delayed elastic strain rate, and steady viscous creep. Once all
the delayed elasticity has been accumulated, the minimum, or secondary, creep rate
is reached. The followingpredictions a.rebased on the final steady state creep rate.
Without including the effects of delayed elasticity, accurate determinat ion of the time
required to reach steady state cannot be made. However, it is still interesting to look
at the reaction force versus t ime prediction in order to get an "order of magnitude
feel" for the times involved.
From figure 53 we can see that the time required for load redistribution is of the
order of hours or days, rather than seconds or minutes. This is important because the
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Figure 54: Spring/damper model and simple theory predictions for steady state
(time:::oo) react ion force at the structure versus extent of the rubble field.
are likely to be transitory. The fact that load redist ribution due to creep is expected
to occur slowly means that it is not so important for design ecnsiderations.
Having establi shed that steady state conditions are not reached quickly the ex-
pected steady state load distributions will be exam ined.
Figures M and 5.5show t hat , in the loog term , the rubble is very effective at trans-
mitt ing loads to t he seabed, regardless of the assumed inputs, and t hus the results
are very close to the simple theory predictions. At steady state the spring/damper
model is th us not sensitive to the input values within the assumed ranges of prop-
erties . This is surprising at first because both the shear stiffness and refrozen layer
compressive stiffness ranges cover an order of magnit ude, and the compactlon stiffness
range covers two orders of magnitude but there appear to be two main reasons for
this.
1. The shortage of information on shear creep of ru bble resulted in a relatively







Figure 55: Spring/damper model and simple theory predictions for react ion force at
t he structure versus applied load.
2. T he power law flow of ice with n =3 means tha t differences in stress between
the refrozen a.ndun-refrcaen rubble has a very strong effect on the creep rate.
For the baseline case, the compressive stress in the refrozen layer is carried by
a thr ee metr e thickness, while t he shear stress is limited by ice/s eabed friction, and
carried over a 75 metre width . Initially , average compressive st ress is 66 kPa, while
the average shear stress is only 1.8 kPa. The gauge length in compression (75 m)
is also much longer than {or shear (10.5 m}, and so for the average deformation
rates to be approximately equal, the shear stiffness constant Cs must be 150,(01)
times "softer" than the compression stiffness constant . With the assumed ranges, the
softest un-refrozen rubble in shear is only 340 times softer than the hardest refrozen
layer ice in compression. These results are independent or the initial assumed elastic
properties . Thus, for the 2D case, the spring-damper model indicates that eteady
stale conditions are less important than initial conditions and can reasonably be
approximated by the simple theory. Changes in geometry and ice/seabed friction will
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Figure 56: Semi-infinite. unrestrained . three dimensional rubble field represented by
th e spring-damper model without a structure.
alte r the steady state load distribut ion in tbe same way u the simple theory which
has been discussed earlier.
8 .3 3D ABAQUS R esults
It is beyond the scope of this work to carry out a full three dimensional anaJysis;
however, it is appropriate to explain how this an be done with the proposed sprin&-
dam per model. For the 2D analysis, one side of the rubble fidd was assumed to be
fixed, ie., resting against a rigid, immovable, struc ture. If this boundary condition
is removed, the spring-damper system repreeeat a &.D.unrestrained (except sliding).
semi-infinite rubb le field (see figure 56).
The spring damper model can now be used to predict elastic and viscous response
of such a rubble field to extemal loadings. As an example, this bas been done for a
450 m wide rubble field, with average baseline propert ies, subjected to a 1 MN/ m
horizontal external force. The results a.replot ted in figures 57 to 60. \
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Figure 57: Transmitted force versus position in the rubble field for init ial elastic
conditions .
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Figure 60: Refrozen layer velocity versus positi on in the rubble field (or final steady






ELASTI C PLA T E
W~OlSPLACEMENT DISTANCE OR IGINAL
Figure 61: Representing the ice structure interact ion problem as an elast ic plate of
thickness t pushed ;>. distance C past a fixed, rigi d peg of diameter D.
spring-damper model allows calculat ion of deform ations withi n the rubble . If a struc-
ture was em bedd ed in such a ru bble field, it would have to resist these deforma t ions ,
and the loads on the st ructure would presumea bly depend on th e magnitude of the
movements. As t he results show. the scale of t he movement is very dependent on
position with in t he rubble . If it is assumed that the presence of a str ucture does not
greatl y influence the movement of the semi-infinite rubble field , and th at load on t he
structure is bas ically applied by the refrozen layer, the loads can be calcu lated using
the following appr oaches .
8.3.1 Elastic Calculat ion
The refrozen layer is treated as a.nelastic plate with a rigid, fixed stru ctu re, protruding
through it (see figure 61).
Unfortunately, a classical solution for th is problem does not seem to have bee n
worked out in any text on elast icity theo ry. It would be possible to assume Ii pres-
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sure distributi on and frictionless contact, and derive the solution from t he generl\ 1
case for pressure against the edge of a hole in 8. semi-infinite plate (Sokolnikoff, 1956;
Muskhelishvili , 1915). This; however, requires t he use of complex calculus and ser ies
expansion, and considering all the uncertainty inhe rent in the loading calculaticna, it
is deemed more a.ppropria.te to use simpler , semi-infin it e plate edge loading calcula-
tions such as those presented by Timoshen ko et 11.1, (1970). In order to apprcxireat e
infinite plate re sults from semi-infinite plate equations the calculated loads will be
doubled. This is requi red beca use the ice sheet all around the structure is stressed lL!I
a result of the m ovement and ther efore t he refrozen layer in "front" and "behind" th e
struc t ure all con tribute to the loading, This is not an exact method, but it should
give answers of the correct order. For a frictionless in denter of width D, applyi ng
uniform pressure at t he edge of a semi-infinite plate, the equation fv! the deformat ion
at the centr e is (Timos henko et ai, 1910);
(20)
where
Dc = deforma t ion at the cent re of th e indenter
li = ice t hickness
For the rubble field , the deformation is determ ined fr om the spring-da mper model
and th e total force can then be calculated from equat ion 20. This is rewritten as
(multip lied by 2);
6c· ",· Ej , tiF ~ (21)
If it is assumed that t he add ition of rubble to th e right hand side of t he rubble field
in does not provide any additio nal significant rest raint, then the results {rom ligures
57 and 58 can be used to calcul ate the baseline case in th ree dim ensioae. Figure 57
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shows that a force of 267 kNJm is felt in t he rubble 286 m from t he 1 MNJm loaded
edge. This is equi valent to the loaded edge in the base line case. For th e baseline case
the struct ure was 75 m into the rubbl e field, putting it 361 m into the field in both
figures. From figure 58 we see that tbe elastic deformation of the refrozen layer at
that point is 1.6 .10-4 m and from equat ion 21 it is calculated that a. 10M of 8.2 MN
is required for a 100 m diameter st ruct ure to resist the deform ation . T his is less than
t he load predicted by the 20 anal ysis (13 MN) and because the rigid struct ure is a
st ress concentrator, this value should be larg er. Ne ver-the-less it is larger th an the
zero value predicted by the simp le t heorey (rubble field does not sli de) and the the
result is affected by the simplificat ions. including the assumption t hat compac t ion of
the unreIrozen rubbl e against the structure could be ignored. Thus some refinement
is required , but it is assumed tha t the basic approach is. -rrect.
8 .3. 2 V iscous Calcu lation
Using assumptions similar to those for the elastic case, the steady stat e creep load
can be calculated. This ball been done by various aut hors for ice loed e on st ructu res
(Bruen et el, 1984; Poute r et el, 1983; Hamza , 1985; and Sande rson, 1984). The most
detailed analysis is presented by Sanderson , who used the reference stress method
an d plastic limit analy sis for three different aeeumed ice types. The maximum and
m inimum values were always obtained with the referen ce etree e method, by assuming
purely granula.r or purely column ar ice types . The loads for edge load ing of a semi-
infinite plate were calculated using th e following equetion (see appendix Cfor de tails);
where:
F = Total load (MN )




F.( i) = stress at correspond ing strai n ra te i .
If, ~ with t he 3D elastic C45e, we assume thAt the addition of ru bble to t he right
hand side or the rubble field does not significantly alter the given velocity profile.
t hen figures 59 and 60an beused to calcu late the baseline cue in t hree dimension•.
At the strudure location the un res trained refrozen layer velocity is 1.2 · 10- 11 mI'
and using the method illust rated in append ix C, th e calculated I~ on a 100 m wide
st ructu re is
2.5 MN:5 F :52.1 MN
given
Refrozen layer thickness :tI 3 m
Average refeoaen layer te mper ature "'" 265 ,5 K
Again t hese values are smalle r th an t he 2D resulta, only giv ing forces of th e order of
23 kNfm, hut it is clear from figure 60 that the load! (velocit y) increase dramatiuJly
towards t he loaded edge. The rigid stru cture isobvious ly a stress concentrat or, rather
th an a.st ress reliever Uld so the cal culated valu~ sbould be lu ger than the 2D raults.
This is assumed to be because the ice properties used by 5an deno n are differen t than
th oseused in the velocity calculat ion (softe r) . As wit h the 3D elu t ic calculAtion the
results are greater th en t he zero valu e predicted by th e li mple theory. but refinemen t
of the calculation is still required.
8 .4 C omparison W ith Field D ata
As noted in the M .U.N. field data report (Jo rdaan et ai, 1988), vertical crack. were
observe d in the rubble ILDdone of these rad iated from a corner of t he CRI. Thil
impli es that the eRI induc ed stresses within the ru bble, lead ing to partial failure of
t he rubble field. As some cracks were up to I m wide, t h is a1 !1O shows t hat large
masses of ru bble can move somewhat independently.
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The NRC rubble movement data from Keubvik indicates an average rubble field
movement of the order of 0.25 m over a three month period . This is equivalent to
an average velocity of 3 . 1O- s m/s which is an order of magnitud e greater than that
predicted by the 3D analysis for average proper ties. This implies that the viscosities
used in the spring-damper model are too high but the field measurements are eompli-
cered by tiltin g of the rubble sails, crack formation, and downslope movement . For
these reasons the error should not be considered excessive.
On day lI S measurements indicated that the average sea ice pressure rapidly in-
creased by 250 kPa, leading to a calculated force of 267 kN/m , and this was taken as
the baseline case for the model. For that day, ESSO collected d ata from 6 micro cell
pressure sensors on the three southern caissons (numbers 4, 5, and 5)(see appendix
A). Althougb the accuracy of these sensors is ± 340 kPa , four of these sensors in-
dicated changes in pressure wit hin the resolution of the data (::::: 50 kPa). Two of
th.ese sensors indicated compressive stress and two of the sensors indicated tensile
stress, although tensile stress would not be predicted. In contrast , the shearbar panel
mounted on caisson 7 (west side) indicated an increase in tensile stress up to 70 kPa.
The resolution of the shearbar data is almost an order of ma.gnitude better than the
microcell data. For these pressures the ehearbar data is expected to be more reliable
and the indicated tensile stress is compatible with the expected WNW rubble field
deformation. There were also two microcells on caisson 7 and one indicated no change
in pressure, while the ether indicated a small increase in compressive stress. The only
conclusions that can be made from this are that pressures were small, tended to be
variable, and that the accuracy and resolution of the microcells Wall insufficient for
analysis of these loads. It must be remembered that the refrozen layer at the stru c-
ture was expected to be about 4 m thick at that time , so that a pressure of only 50
kPa in the upper 2/3 of the refrozen layer is equivalent to a load of 133 kN/rn , or
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a total load of 16 MN. T his is small (3.5 %) compared to the design load but it is
well within the range predicted by the spring-damper model. T he lack of shearban
on the southern caissons and questionable aceura.cy of the microcells when subjected
to small load! means that the results from proposed sprin&-damper model cannot be
verified with the Kaubvik field dat&. Although this is aomewhat disappointing, at
least the measured pressures do not conflict with the theoret ical predictions.
In general, the cm da.ta.from Kaubvik shows that peak sensor pressures occurred
before rubble accumulation, but average sensor pressure often reached or exceed pre--
vious values after the format ion of stab le rubble . Thi s indicates that the largest
global forces (not pressures) occurred after rubble formation. The possibility that
large loads can occur in rubble is indicated by meeeuremeat s from CRI sensors on
Ja n 30th, and April 15th (see appendix A) when preasures of 1.5 MPa and 1 MPa
were recorded respectively. Sea ice pressure data it not available for these events but
it is assumed that these pressures would not be predicted by the l imple theory, thus
demonstr at ing the need for more sophisticated modelling.
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9 C ONCLUSIONS
Despite the many nmplifyinS ASsumptions required .u d shortage of data. on rubble
propert ies, several import ant conclw ions can be made.
1. Published dat.l.of pressures against st ructures embed ded in rub ble show that
the pressures are almost alwa~ small but th is, u well as the Keubvik data,
show that loach can be transmitted t hrough grounded ice ru bble befor e global
r ubble field , liding occurs.
2. A substan tial and rapidly formed refrozen layer was det ected during t he field
program. This is expected to be able to carry higherloads than thesurrounding
sea ice and is therefo re physical ly capable of app lying large loads to a structure .
To date there is no proof that such loadings occur but it is a possibili ty that
requires careful examination . One refrozen layer proper ty that shoutd be more
thoroughly examined in futu re studies i. the aize and frequency of refrozen layer
discontinuiti es and their effect on load transmission.
3. The ABAQUS results shoW' that when rubble deformat ions are included in trans-
mitted load calcu)at ioDJ, the results can vary eignilica.ntly from those obtained
using the sim ple theory (rigid body assumpt ion).
4. It cannot be concluded from the theoretical work by its elf that grounded rubble
fielde alway. reduce loade on structu res and ae no field data is presented in the
litera ture, of loadJ expe rienced during major events such AS globai lliding, there
is no firm basis tor eeeumlng that grounded rubble is alwa.ys beneficial. One
possible beni fit that rubble accumulations may have, however, is that they may
reduce the design sea ice pressure by influncing the ice failure mode. Alt hough
chis was not examined in th is thesis it is expec ted to be an important part of
future load tran smission mode ls.
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5. The 3D method presented appears to be a reasonable fin t.approach for using the
2D spring/damper model for 3D load calculations. Additional assumptions were
required, however, and so furthur refinement is needed before reliable results can
be obt ained.
6. Ice rubble propertie s are not well documented, leading to a wide range of pre-
dicted leads. From th is study it was concluded that the most import ant prop-
ert ies requiring experimental verificatio n are the shear and delayed elastic prop-
erties of uri-refrozen ice rubble.
7. The field results do not significantly conflict with the theoretical results but
there are not enough data in the literatu re, or from the Kaubvik field program,
to verify the model.
8. Unless experimental work indicates that the assumed range of properties for
compact ion stiffness and compacti on creep are wrong, they can be neglected in
future theoretical models without int roducing eences error.
g. Possible future improvements to the ABAQUS model include the incorporation
of; seabed slope, non-rig idseabed behaviour, refrozen layer discontinuit ies, sea-
ice/r ubble failure, vert ical and horizontal variation of ice properties, non-rigid
behaviour of the struc ture, kinetic and static friction values (r ather than an
average) and water, rubble and structure masses.
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APPENDI X A
Late Winter ESSO Data (Pressures at CRI)
From Th e Southern CAissons (number! 4, 5 &:6)
12()
Sensor identification t ags.
Format is XX YZ W, where
XX = Sensor typ e
Y = Caisson number (1-8)
Z = Relative position on caisson
W = Relative position in duster
Sensor types a,re: MR = Micro cell
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Tidal Curr ent Calculat ion
Fortran Program To Calculate LandCast Ice Movements
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Tidal current velocities have heen estimated using the following approach. Tidal
fluctuations in the Southern Beaufort Sea. are generally small and average 15 em
(Pilkington, 1983). As tides cecu r twice daily it takes 6 hours for the water level to
go from low tide to high tide . Ka.ubvik is about 30 km offshore at a waler depth of
about 20 m. Using a 2D approximation, a.water level rise of 15 em over an area of
30,000 m' (30 km x l m) requires a volume of 4500 m3 of water. This is assumed to
flow through a 20 m' cross section over a period of 6 hours. The average flow rate is
thus 0.0104m/s.
The drag t hat such a current impos es on an ice sheet can he calculated from th e
following (Maattanen, 1983):
where
ell :: Drag coefficient (O.04)
Dr ag = Shear stress (N/ro')
p", =Sea water density (1024 kg/m3)
v = Wate r velocity (m/s)
The current drag is t hus .0022 N1m2 which is the same as t hat produced by a
2.7 km h wind, and 1% of that produced by a 27 kmh wind. This indica tes that
tidal currents produce negligible d rag and this assumption is reinforced by the sea ice
pressu re sensor data (no diurnal pressure fluctuat ions).
ALFRED MARSHALL
This program was wri t t e n by
on Sept 30 , 1988 . The program
is designed to calculate the
wi nd an d temperature i nd uc e d
movement of l a ndfa st sea ice
a t a piont within t he landfast
ice mar gin (a potential isl a nd
s ite) . various input pa r ame t e r s .
are r equi r ed a t t he a ppropriate.



















r e al L , W, THICK, DrAM, START, FIN ISH , Cd,MXSTRESS, DATE, TF2-lP
real EELASTIC, EDELAYED, INITIAL, DATEl, STRESSl , ECREEP,CREEP
real TEMPI , MOVEMENTl , DATE2, STRESS2, ETEMP, MOVEM~NT, REAr,
real NUMR, COUNT ,AVGSTRESS,KELVIN
real SMAXl, SMAX2,SMIN1, SMIN2, SAVG1, SAVG2, TAS, TCF, ST, WIND
characte r*10 I FI LE, OFI LE
writeC· ,' (a) ') ' Enter the input cwi nd , temp) datafile nam
read("' ,'(4)') I F lLE
wrtt~(., ' (a) ') ' Enter t he output datafile name s t
r e a d (· , ' {a ) ' ) OFlLE
write(. ,'{a) ')' Enter t he distance of t he point f r om s hore
r e ad ( . , "') L
write ("' , '(a)' )' Enter the desired number of d i v isi ons of L
r e ad ( "', "') NUMI
writeC. ,' (a) ')' Enter the width of l a nd f a s t i ce margin (kin
read(. , .) W
writeC. , '(a) ')' Enter t he i c e thicknes .~ (m) l '
read(. ,.) THI CK
wr i t e ,,,, , , (a) ') tEnter averese sea i c e grain diameter (mm) I
readc* ,"') DI.AM
write '., ' (a) ') ' Enter the wind stress drag ccef f , ( Cd/2 ) I ,
read c*,*) Cd
wr i te(· ,'(a)') ' Enter s t a rt date in julian days : '
r e ad (* ,* ) START
wr ite("' ,' (a)') ' Enter t he fini s h date I ,
r ead('",'") FINISH
open ( l , f l l e - I Fl LE, status- 'old ')
ope.n(2, fi le-OFlLE, status-'new')
Before starting i n t o the main loop we f ind the start,
an d t hen r e a d a nd calculate the start conditions .
1 00 read (l,*)DATE,WIND,TEMP
if (DATE . It . START) goto 100
ca ll maxstres8( WIND,W,Cd,THI CK,MXSTRESS )
call elast!c(MXSTRESS, L, W,EELASTIC)
call de layed.(EELASTIC,DIAM,EDELAYED)
initial is the initial r e c overable deformation in the ice she
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INITIAL .. EDELAYED+EELASTIC
Sf " 0. 0





Hav ing established the initial conditions
we can now start the main loop
200 r e ad (l , " )OATE , WIND, TEMP
if (DATE . gt . FI NISH ) ga t o 500
call maxstress(WIND , W,Cd,THICK,MXSTRESS)
call ela s tic (MXSTRES S ,L , W, EELASTI C)
call delaye d( EELASTIC , DIAM, EDELAYED)
DATE2 - DATE
STRESS2 .. MXSTRESS




c a ll thennal(TEMPl ,TE>lP,L,ETEMP)
c
c Now adding all four contributors to ice movement
MOVEMENT · EELASTIC+EDELAY'ED+ECREEP+ETEMP
c




wr ite (2, " )DATE ,MOVEMENT,RA TE
TEMP! .. TEMP
goto 200
500 c l ose ( l)
c lose(2 )
end
subroutin e maxs tress( WIND,W,Cd,THICK, MXSTRESS)
e Thi s subr out ine calculates the ice stress at the shoreline
c Note : WIND i s act ually the north/ s outh component of the
c squared wi nd vect o r . Th u s WIND does not have to be squar ed
c i n the drag equat i o n .
c
real WIND,W, Cd ,THI CK, MXSTRESS
WIND .. WINn!(3 . 6"*2)




subroutine elastic(MXSTRESS , L, W, EELAS'l'IC )
This subroutine calculates the elastic deformation
real MXSTRESS,L ,W, EELASTIC,AVGSTRESS
AVGSTRESS'" ( 1. 0 - L/W )*MXS'l'RESS + MXSTRESS)/2.0
EELASTIC' .. (AVGSTRESS*IOOO .0*L ) / 9 . 5E9
r e t urn
end
Thi:~~~~~~in~e~:r~~l~ S~~ , ~~~~~~;:) de layed elastic!
Note long time intervals (3 hr plus) are assumed.
real EELASTI C,DIAM ,EDELAYED
EDELA'fED - ( 9 . 0/DI AM) *EELASTI C
r e turn
end
subroutine viscous( DATE1, DATE2 , STRESSl , STRESS2 , L , NUMI, W,
+ CREEP, TEMPI , TEMP)
Thi s calculates the creep accumulated be tween shore and the i
real DATEl , DATE2, STRESS l, STRESS2, L , W,CREEP , TEMPI , 'r EMP
+ SMAXl, SMAX2,T,AVGTEMP , TCF, 'l'AS,SMINl ,SMIN2 ,SAVGl. SAVG2,
+ COUNT, NUMR, KELVI N
i nteger NUMI , i




T .. (DATE~ - DATEl) *3600. 0*24 .0
AVGTEMP ... ( Tm 1Pl + TEMP)/ 2 .0
KELVIN " 273 .0 + AVGTEMP
Temperature Correction Factor .. TCF




SHIN! .. « W- ( COUNT*L)/NUMR)/W ) .STRESSl
SAVGl .. (SMAXl + SMINl) /2 .0
SMIN2 .. «W-(COtrnT*L)/NtlMR )/W) *STRESS2
SAVG2 .. (SMAX2 + SMI N2)/2.0
Total Average Stress .. TAS
'I'M - (SAVGl + SAVG2)/2 .0







subroutine t hermal(TEMP1 ,TEMP,L ,ETEMP)
This calculates the thermal expansion s i nce t ime- O
real TEMPl ,TEMP,L ,ETEHP








Th e following met hod is take n from Sanderso n (1984) and is done using the t wo
ext reme assumption. ; I) t hat the ice shee t is composed ent irely of granular ice, and
2} th ll.t t he ice sheet is composed enti rely of columnar ice. As presented in sect ion
8.3.2, th e equat ion for creep load is;
F= 1.l5 D ·t, .F. (I)
where:
F := Total load (MN)
t; := Ice thickn eu (m)
F.(i) := stress at corresponding st rain rate i .
U ( -Q ) ( • )'i - - - =A 'ezp - - . - -0.44·D R ·T) 1-*
C1 := Stress (MPa)
A = Const ant depending on cryst al type
U := gloNl ice sheet velocity (m/s)
v := Brine volume = .001 . S {O.53 • ~}
v. = Refeeeece brine volume
S:= SaJinity (ppt)
C := Temperature (-0 )
The specific values for columnar and granular ice, all specifiedby Sanderson (1984),
Columoa.r Ice
A = 3.5 . 11)1 IMP...! s
Q :=65,000 J/mo l
isa
v, = 0.16
Granular Ice 273 • 265 K 265 - 0 K




D = 100 m
R = 8.316 J jmol K





120,000 Jjmol 78,000 J /mol given
AverascStif!ncnc.
Du.tanc:e Into Rubbk F>e:lll (m)
Figure AI : Transmitted force venus position in the rubble field for final steady
state (creep) conditions.
If it is assumed that increasing the width of the rubble field does not significantly
change the deformations in the first 450 m, then figure Al can be applied to the
baseline case. From figure AI. the position in the rubble field where a reaction force
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of 267 kN/m occurs, can be determined. This is at a horizontal distance into the
rubb le of 286 m and this position is therefore equivalent to the outer edge of the
baseline cese rubble field. The structure is located ill. furthur 75 m into the rubble,
putting it at 361 m on the X axis of figure AI. In theory, figure A2 shows th e refrozen
layer velocity at a position of 361 m, however, the curve is too close to the x-axis in
this case and so the velocity must be obtai ned (rom the raw ABAQUS output.
'00 ,SO
DisWII:ClnIO RubblerMlId(m)
Figure A2: Refrozen layer velocity versus position in the rubble field {or final
steady state (creep) conditions.
T he ice sheet velocity U at the structure was determined to be;
U =1.22. 10- 11 m/ 3
Cont inuing with the calculation, and using the values {or granular ice at 265.5 K
the effective st rain rate is;
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i = 10~~ .1~~~1 =2.77 10-13
therefore
( -" )"=17= 2.77 ·10 . (1 _ '!' )3A · exp(i.% ) t10
where
t1 =0.001 . 5.0(0.53 - ~~'.~)
t1 = 0.03545
Note: S = 5.0 (Sanderson, 1984) is used even though the measured average was
3.0, because many of the samples taken at Kaubvik were from the well drained sail
rubble and therefore are expected to underes timate the salinity of the refrozen layer,
(
2.77 . 10-13 0.035 3) , .m
17= III 120000 ·(1--)
7.8 ·10 . exP(U I8.26Ii.S) 0.1
17 == 7.26 . 10- 3 MPa
Tberfore
F = 1.15 .100 .3 .7,26 .10-3
F=2.5MN





CALCULATION OF ICE DENSITY
From ice profiling in the -disturbed- region adjacen t to the grounded rubble, it ",,1.1
determ ined that t he average freeboard to th ickness ratio wu 1:6.3. The disturbed
region was 'lDsrounded an d therefore in isostatic equili brium. For a given th ickness of
floating mate rial. t he freeboard height is Inversly proportional to the materi al density
and can be used to calculate the density. T his is done AI Collows;
given that
*=6.3




Pi = Sea.ice de nsi ty (kg/ml)
t i = Ice thickness (m)
Tr = Freeboard t hicknesa (m)




ICE POROSITY CALCULATIO N
The following inputs are requ leed for th is calculat ion;
Pi = Sea ice density"" 900 k&Jm3
)" = Thennal conductivity of sea.ice = 1.8 W1m k
qf = Latent beat of freezing of sea.wate r = 293 kJ/ kg
aT, = Average therm al grad ient above freezing front = 4.3 ·e/m
Average refro zen layer growt h fate =0.022 mJday
Heat flow rate per sq ua re me ter (q) from the un-re froaen rubble is calcul ated all
follows;
q = A·aT, = 7.74 W/m 2
If we assume t hat th e specific heat cap acit y of the ice is negligi ble in com parison
to the latent hea t of freezin g of the wa ter , then th i. cooling all goes into freezing of
sea wat er . The mas s frozen per day iSi
M a.u =!.864000""2.28 kgld ay
••
Convertin g to volume , t hi s become s;
Vol = M;", = O.OO2S3m3/ dtJ'fI
Th is is equivalent to a growth rate of 2.53 mm /day. The act ual growth rate Is 22
mm/day, thu s t he porosit y P is;
p_ 2;~ . 100%= 12%
.60
APPENDIXF
Fortran ProgramTo Calculate Element ValUH
ABAQUSProgram For 2D Baseline Case
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ALFRED Wo.RSHALL
This program was written by
on JUly 4, 1989 in order to
ca lculate the spr i ng and
damper proerties which a r e *
required for an abaqus s irnul a - *
















r e a l EXTENT, HEIGHT , RLT , DEPTH, DENSITYI, DENSITYW, PORE ,
real CS(2) , URRSS(2) , LENGTH, PRESS , IFRICMAX, IFRI01IN , 5
real SFRICMIN , WS, WK, SRIMAX(2 ), SRUlIN(2 ) , SCMAX, SOlI N,
real SSMIN, VC(2), CC(2 ), SCC( 2 ), DE(2 ) , SRL (2 ), !FRIC, SF
real SC, 55, DRLMAX , DRLMIN, DRL, DCMAX , DCMIN, DC, DSMAX,
real SAILS
character*10 OFlLE
write (*, ' (A)') ' Enter the neme of t he output f i l e'
read(* ,'(A)') OFlLE
ope n ( l, file-afile, status·lnew' )
The following parameters can be va ried in order to Investiga
the protective or other nature of various sizes of rubble
ac cumul at i on .
write( "', , CA) I ) . Enter t he rubblefield extent i n metres '
reade* ,* ) EXTENT
write( *, I ( A) ')' Enter the number of sails'
read (* ," ) SAILS
write(" , , (A) , ) ' Enter the s a i l height i n metres '
reade* ,") HEIGHT
write( *, ' (A) , l ' Enter the refrozen layer thickness b metr
r e ad e* , *) RLT
write( *, '(A) ").' Enter the water depth in metres'
reade* ," ) DEPTH
The following are the physical property values for sea ice
and sea water .
Ice density (kg/cu . rn)
DENSITYI - 90 0
Wate r density (kg/cu . m)
DENSITYW - 1024
Rubble poros!ty
PORE - 0 . 15
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Now cal culating some constants
The unit l engt h i s (m) I
LENGTH" EXTENT/ SAILS
The average RL/URR (Re f r ozen Layer!Un -Refrozen Rubble)
contact pressure i s (Pa ) I
PRESS - 9 .81 * «HEIGHT * 0.5 * DENSITYI * ( I-PORE) -
c « DENSI T'iW - DENSITYI) * RLT»
The following ice property val ues have been de ter mined f r om
the l iter a t ur e , Kaubvik data , and othe r sources
The refroze n layer youngs modulus is 9 .5 E09 , varying up and
down by a half an order o f magnitude we get a range of (Pa)
E(l ) - 3 . 0 El O
E(2 ) .. 3 . 0 E09
The follclIdng is commented out as i t i s not app licable fo r mo
c calcu lations.
ccccccc ccccccccccccccccccc ::cccccecccccccccccccccccccccccc cccccccc
C c The refrozen layer delayed e l as t i c coef f icient at time -
c c is 1.26 E- 09, the r ange i s
c DE(I) .. 3.98 E- 09
c DE(2) .. 3 .98 E-I0
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc ccccccccccc
c Un-Refrozen Rubble compaction stiffness (Pa )
e S( I ) .. 1.6 EOB
eS(2) .. 5 .7 E0 4
URR s hear stiffne s s (Pa )
URRSS(I) .. 1.4 E09
URRSS(2) .. 3 .6 E06
The v iscous cree p coefficient i s 2.35 E-25, the range is
VC( I) .. 7 . 43 E-25
VC( 2 ) .. 7 .43 £-26
The compaction creep coefficiect r ange i s
CC(l) .. 1. E-ll
CC(2) .. 1. £-13
The shear c reep coefficient is 8. 0 £-24 , the range i s
SeC(I) .. 2.53 E- 23
SCC (2 ) .. 2 .5 3 £-24
NOW' we can shaw the maximum and mini mum val u e s for the RL
and URR physical properties. These ranges are assumed to
be l arge enough to contain the actual va l ues.
The RL/URR friction coefficient
IFR IOlAX .. 63400/pRESS + 0.47
IFRIOl.IN - 1. 2
IFRIC " 1 0 * * « l ogI 0 ( I FRl rnAX ) + logI0 (IFRIOl.IN » /2 .0)
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The soil frict ion range i s:
SFRICMAX.. 1 .0
SFRI O!.IN " 0 .50
SFRIC .. lO **« loglO(SFRI QlAX) + l oglO( SFRI CMIN» / 2 . 0 )
The weight o f t he sail (at t he bottom of the RL) .
WS .. PRESS * LENGTH
Th e we igh t o f t he keel ( a t t he seabed ) .
WI( .. WS - « DENSI TYW - DENSITYl ) * ( 1 - PORE) *
c (DEPTH - ' LT ) * LENGTH ) * 9.81
The RL spr in
v
con s tant i S l
At t ime" 0
SRU1AX{l) .. E(l ) * RLT/LENGTH
SRLMIN{I ) .. E(2 ) * RLT/LENGTH
SRL( l ) .. l O** « loglO(SRIMAX(l» + l og IO(SRIMIN{I» )) /2 . 0 )
cccccc cccccccccccccccccccc ccccccccccccccccccccc c c c eeceecececece
e e At time .. infinit y
c SRLMAX ( 2 ) .. L O/(I . OIE(l ) + DE('2 » * RLT/LENGTH
c SRLMIN( 2 ) .. l. O/ ( l. O/E('2 ) + DE( I » * RLT/LENGTH
c SRL( 2 ) .. 10** « loglO(SRLMAX(2 » + l oglO (SRLMIN(2 » )/ 2.
ceccccccccc cccccccccccc cccccccccccccccceccccccc c c c ccccccccccccc
c The compa c tion s pr i ng s ti ffness iS l
,sCMAX .. 0 . 6 7 * «DEPTH - RLT) / 2 . 0 • CS( l )/LENG'lH)
SOlI N" 0.87 * « DEPTH - RLT)/2 .0 * CS ( 2 )/LENGTH)
se .. l O**«109'lO(SOWt ) + l og l O(SCMI N»/2.0 )
The URR shear sti f f nc .;s sp ring constant iS I
SSMAX .. URRSS(l ) * LENGTH/ (DEPTH - RLT)
SSMIN .. URRSS(2) * LENGTH/ (DEPTH - RLT)
55 .. 10**( (109'10 ( SSMAX) + loglO (5SHI N» /2 . 0)
Th e RL dampe r c oe f fic i ent is;
DRIMAX .. ( RLT**3 )/(VC( 2 ) * LENGTH)
DRLMIN .. ( RLT**3 )/ (VC(1 ) * LENGTH)
DRL .. lO** «loglO(DRllofAX) + l og l O(DRIMI N» / 2. 0 )
The compaction creep coefficient i s ;
DCMAX .. 0 . 87 * «DEPTH - RLT)/C2 . 0 * LENGTH * CC( 2»)
DCMIN .. 0. 87 * «DEPTH - RLT)/ ( 2 . 0 * LENGTH * CC( I »)
DC" I O** « l og l O( DQ!AX) + loglO (DCMIN» /2 . 0 )
The s he a r c r e e p coefficient is ;
DSMAX .. CLENG'l H**3)/( SCC C2 ) * (DEPTH - RLT»
DSMIN " (LENGTH*""3 )/ C5CCCl ) * (DEPTH - RLT»
DS .. 10**( ( l og l O(DSMAX ) + loglO (DSMIN) )/2.0)
Now to arrange the output
::I~:H;: ~~~: ~ : TJ;is was run using the following input val
write( l ,. ), Rubble field ex tent ' , EXTENT
write(! ,* ) ' Number of sails ' ,SAlIS
write (l , *) ' Sa il height i s ', HEIGHT
write(l ,* ) ' Refrozen l a ye r t hic kne s s ' ,RLT
write(l , *) ' Water d e pt h ' ,DEPTH
write (l , ' (A) ' ) ' ,
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The following are the calculated values
write(l ,Ir )' Coe fficient lW g
write ( l, Ir) ' ------------------- ---- ---- --- ----- --- --------
write(l ,Ir ) ' Sail Wei gh t ( N) ', WS,'
wr i te(l ,* ) ' Keel weight (N) ', WK,'
write( I , *) , Ice/Ice Friction ' , IFRICMAX, I FRI C , I FRICM
write(l ,Ir )' Ice/Soil Fricti on ',SFRIOlAX,SFR I C ,SFRICM
write(l ,lr ) , SRL (time " 0) ' ,SRUlAX(l ) , SRL(l ) ,SRLM
write(l ,lr ), SRL (time - infinity) ', SRIlo1AX (2 ), SRL( 2), SRL
write(l ,* )' spring Compaction ',SCMAX , SC, SCMI N
write( l , *) ' Spring Shear ', SSMAX , SS , SSMI N
write( l ,* ) ' Damper RL ', DRIMAX, DRL, DRLMI N
write( l ,lr ) I Damper c ompa c t ion ', DCMAX, OC,DCM1N




14SEPT,19B9 :MODE:.LI NG GROUNDED ICE RUBBLE US I NG MATERIAL PROPERTY E
:~~~~~!~;~~~?:~~~~~~;::~~~~;:;?~~:~~*","'''''''''''''*",'''*", '''*", '''H*",*",'''U*",''''''''''''
•"'''''''''''''''''•• "'''''''."'''' '''"'''''''''' . "'''... '''"''''***"''''''' * NODES
"''''*.*''''''••••• '''•• *** •• *. *.''''''•• ••''''''••••••••••••• '''• •• ''' ..
"'NODE
"''''NOD XCOORD YCOORD
11 , La , 0 . 0
21 , 2 . 0 , 0 .0
22 , 2.0 , 0 .0
23 , 2. 0 , 0 . 0
31 , 3. 0, 0 .0
32 , 3 .0, 0 . 0
33, 3 .0, 0 .0
41 , 4 .0, 0 .0
4 2 , 4.0 , 0 .0
43 , 4.0, 0 .0
51 , 5 .0 , 0 .0
52 , 5 . 0, 0 .0
53 , 5 .0 , 0.0
61 , 6 .0 , 0 .0
62, 6 . 0 , 0. 0
63 , 6 .0 , 0 .0
"'NSET, NSET-RFLNODES
.~;~~~~~;~:~~;~~~~~~~~ ::"' "' * "'••* * * "'••••••"'..
•• •• "'•• ••••••••••• •• •• ••• **"'*** *** FRICTION ELEMENT
***"'*.*.*** •• ••*** •• ***"'*.**** *.*.*"'********••*.*.*"'**"' ...**.*"'*.
* ELEMENT, TYPE-GAPUNI, ELSET-FRICT
·"'EL LN UN
4, 23 , 22
14 , 33 , 32
24, 43, 42
34, 53 , 52
44 , 63 , 62
.GAP, ELSET-FRlcr
• * GAP XCOS YCOS ZCOS
0 .0, 0 .0 , 1.0, 0 .0
· FRICTION
*'" MU K FLIM. (- LIMIT ON FRICTIONAL FORCE)
0 .71 , I .EI2, 0.0
*."'''' '''.*'''''' *.''''''**.*.**••• **. *••*.*•••*.......**...... ****•• ••*....*••
•• *."' *•• "'................. . REFROZEN LAYER ELEMENT
*••••••* * *,., •••
·ELEMENT, T\'PE-CID2, ELSET-MATI
** EL Nl N2
1, 11, 21
11 , 21 , 3 1
21 , 31, 41
31 , 41, 51
41, 51 , 61
·SOLID SECTION,ELSET-MATl ,MATERIAL-RFL








•• A N K
1.31E-25, 3 , 0
....................................................................
••••• ••••••• •••••••••••••• ••** • •• * * SHEAR E:I..EMENT
• ••• ••**.*** ••• ••• •** .
* ELDiEN'l' ,TYPE -elC] . ELSET-KAT2
•• EL Nl N2
2 , 11, 22
12 , :n, 32
22, 31 , 42
32 , 41 , 52:
42 , 51 , 62
"SOLI D S ECTI ON, ELSET "HAT2 , MATERI AL-oSHEAR







.* A N H
..~ ;~~~: ~~~ ** ..~ ~ ..* ~• • * /I " ** t
................... .................. COMPAr 'lION ELD!ENT
•••••••• • • • •••••••• • ••••••••• :0 , • •
ftE:I.D!EN'r, TYPE-C1D2 , ELS ET-MAT 3
•• EL Nl N2
3, 11, 21
13 , 21 , 31
23 , 31 , 41
33, 41, 51
43 .. 51, 61
.SOLID S ECTION, ELSET-HAT3 , HATERlAI.o-CCMPACT







• • A N
..:;~~:;~~ ;~ " .
........*................................. LOADING STEP
.. .. ...... .. .. ......... .... ..... .......... .............................................
'BOUllDJ\RY
• · NOD OF RANGE U
11 , 2 , 3 , 0 .0
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21 , 2 , J , 0 .0
22, 3, 3, 0. 0
23 , 1 , J, 0 . 0
31, 2 , 3, 0. 0
3 2 , 3 , 3 , 0.0
33 , 1 , 3, 0. 0
41 , 2 , 3, 0 . 0
4 2 , 3 , 3, 0 . 0
43 , 1, 3 , 0 .0
51, 2, 3 , 0 . 0
52, 3 , 3, 0.0
53, 1 , 3 , 0 . 0
61 , 1 , 3, 0 . 0
62, 3 , 3, 0 . 0
••~; ':'•••;;***; ~* . * ~~ ~* " .
*STEP , CYCLE-30 , I NC" 2 , AMPLITUDE" STEP
·STATIC , PTOL- 1 . 0 , DIRECT
1. , 1.
' CIJjIlD
*. NOD DF FORCE
11, 1 , 267000 .
22, 2 , -54 07 8 .
32 , 2, - 54 07 8 .
42 , 2, - 54078 .
52, 2 , - 54 078 .
62 , 2 , - 5407 8 .
·PRI NT , RES ID UALoo NO,FREQUENCY-l
*EL PRINT , FRE OUENCY"O
S , E ,C El l
· NODE PRI NT,FREQUENCY"1
Ul ,RF1 ,C F1 ,
· NODE FILE, NSE'I'''RFLN ODES
U,RF
.END STEP
................. ...... ...... . . * * * ...
• STEP , CYCLE- I O, IN C'"'250
.VISCO, PTOI.-2 . 0 ,CTOL-l . E-12






.NODE FILE , NS ET- RFLNODES , FREQUENCY"10
U, RF
. END STEP
.** *••••••••••••*• •• •• ••• *• • • **** .
"'STEP, CYCLE- 15 , I NC- 2S00 0
"'VISCO,PTQL-100.0 ,C TO:''''1. . +10
100 .0 , 604800 . 0 , 1 . E- 4 , 250
"'PRI NT, RESIDUAL-NO, FREQUENCY- 50
.EL PRINT , FREQUENCy-a
S,E , CEll
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*NODE PRI NT , FREQUENCY"SO
Ul,RFl , eFl,
*NODE FILE, NSET-RFLNODES , FREQUENCY-50
U,RF
*END STEP
***** **** ** ****** ************* ****** ******* "''''
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